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My dear Private Secretary

The bag which will take this letter to London will be the last one before I leave this office. I therefore write to thank Her Majesty and all the Palace staff for the kindness and support that my wife and I have experienced from Her Majesty and the Palace staff.

There is not much to report from Australia. The election does not seem to me to have been very exciting. As you know it began with a heavy swing to Labor but this has been reversed according to the latest Gallup Polls and most commentators now envisage a win for the Government parties with a significantly reduced majority. The happenings of this week will be important.

My wife and I have enjoyed a number of very pleasant, well attended official farewells. There has been no significant mention of the events of 1975 during the election campaign, very little reference to myself and both parties appear to have preferred to say nothing about the constitutional issues of the last campaign.

My wife and I would like to express our humble duty and loyalty to The Queen. We look forward to some kind of interesting future activity.

Yours Sincerely,

John Kerel

The Right Honourable Sir Philip Moore,
K.C.V.O., C.B., C.M.G.,
Private Secretary to The Queen,
Buckingham Palace,
LONDON ENGLAND
BUCKINGHAM PALACE

25th November, 1977

My dear Governor-General,

Very many thanks for another valuable letter of 21st November keeping us up to date on the Election campaign. The Queen has read it with much interest.

In my idealistic youth I used to imagine that the electorate were not affected by pie-in-the-sky promises made by the political parties during a General Election campaign, but now I am not so sure. Certainly, if one were to judge by the promises made by politicians, they themselves believe that the electorate can be swayed in this way right up to the last minute!

All good wishes,

[Signature]

His Excellency
the Governor-General of Australia.
My dear Governor-General,

Thank you so much for your letter of 14th November which The Queen has again read with great interest. Your report on the General Election is particularly fascinating. It would appear from the reports in British newspapers that the polls are again showing a trend towards Labour. Polls are however notoriously misleading and I always remember the poll result which appeared in the Sunday Times four days before the 1970 General Election in Britain which gave Labour a 100 seat majority! Most of our Australian friends in London, including John Dauth whom we are finding a most valuable addition to our office, are predicting a win for Mr. Fraser with a much reduced majority.

The result of the survey conducted by the Financial Review of the opinions of 267 leaders would appear to be reassuring and you must have been very satisfied with the verdicts on the role of the Governor-General.

I am most grateful for your kind good wishes on my appointment. I am already enjoying myself enormously.

Warmest good wishes,

His Excellency
the Governor-General of Australia.
My dear Governor-General,

I am replying to your letter of 8th November 1977 since Martin Charteris retired on 12th November. I have shown your letter to The Queen, who was as always greatly interested to read your account of the Australian scene.

Prince Charles’s visit to Australia was extensively reported in the British Press and seems to have gone very well – as indeed it did in the U.S.A. This is probably the most important tour he has undertaken and we are delighted with the tremendous success he has enjoyed.

We are of course following the General Election campaign in Australia very closely and your comments on Queensland and the by-election in Victoria, including the emergence of the Australian Democratic Party, were fascinating. I have today received your telegram about the resignation of Mr. Lynch but I would not know whether this will significantly affect the outcome.

Your official Parliamentary farewell at Parliament House, Canberra, must have been a moving occasion and I am so glad it was a happy
one in spite of the boycott by the Labour Party.

I look forward very much to seeing you in London. Meanwhile, my warmest good wishes to Lady Kerr and yourself.

His Excellency The Governor-General of Australia
Government House,
Canberra. 2600

21 November 1977

My dear [Name Redacted],

This letter will be in two parts. I am dictating the first part before the delivery tonight of the Prime Minister's policy speech and will accordingly add a paragraph tomorrow when he has spoken. The political situation here is very fluid indeed. The Gallup Polls, all of which were taken before recent political developments at first showed a further slight increase in Government support. The percentage figure going up to 47 but later there has been a quite dramatic fall in Government support according to the polls and Labor has a 3% advantage over the Government. Since these polls however there have been a number of very dramatic happenings.

The first was Mr Whitlam's policy speech which was somewhat unexpected. The main points in it were that he said that the payroll tax which is imposed by the states and paid by the employers would be abolished. He would ask the states to abolish it and compensate them for the loss of revenue by Commonwealth Grant. The payroll tax is an unpopular tax with business generally. Mr Whitlam's object in seeking to abolish it is to encourage employers to employ more men and hence to bring down unemployment. The point has been made that there is no guarantee that this will happen. Business will not employ more men, so it is argued, until there is an increase in demand. Money saved by not having to pay payroll tax could go into profits or further investment in labour saving machines. The amount of money involved in Mr Whitlam's suggested abolition of the payroll tax is very considerable and he hopes to meet this or a substantial part of it by abandoning the reductions in personal income tax which the Fraser Government in the last Budget said would apply from February next.

It is true that the people have not yet actually experienced the increased income which the cutting down of income tax will produce next February but asking people to forego their expected increase in income is thought to be an unpopular element in his policy. His policy speech has not however been reflected in any Gallup Poll taken since its delivery nor indeed has the crisis over the position of the former Treasurer, Mr Lynch, who has resigned from his office of Treasurer in the midst of the campaign.

.../2
The reasons for his resignation have to do with his own personal financial affairs and nothing to do with the Government or its policies.

I shall not go into detail about what caused Mr Lynch's resignation except to say that the allegations included (1) that he was given advantageous terms to enable him to purchase an apartment on the Gold Coast in Queensland and (2) that his family company engaged in a land deal with another company under supposedly dubious circumstances.

As to the last mentioned matter it is not suggested that anything illegal was done. Two of the people involved in the company associated with Mr Lynch's family company have been the subject of criticism in the Victorian Royal Commission on so-called land scandals. The deal in which Mr Lynch's family company was involved is not the subject of investigation in that Royal Commission.

Pages have been published in the press about this matter and it is not important, so I believe, to go into the details in this letter. What is clear is that the Prime Minister took the view that he could not be under running fire for the whole election campaign about Mr Lynch's dealings. The latter offered to stand aside until the campaign is over and the Prime Minister gave some indication that the door is not closed to Mr Lynch coming back as Treasurer some time after the election, presumably when the whole matter can be looked at calmly and impartially. The first reaction to Mr Lynch's resignation was that it was a severe blow to the Government parties but some now think that it will die down as an issue. Certainly it is no help to Mr Fraser, part of whose campaign was undoubtedly to have been reference to the constant series of crises in the days of the Whitlam Government resulting in the resignation and dismissal of Ministers.

Despite all of these happenings the Prime Minister told me when I met him before swearing in the new Treasurer who is an able young man, that he still feels sure that his parties will win the election. It is however too early to make an assessment about the likely outcome.

22 November 1977

Mr Fraser's policy speech last night was unexpectedly generous. Its main points were abolition of death and gift duties on property kept within the family and cheaper petrol for country areas. There were several other attractive promises, the opinion being that the generosity is designed to offset the disadvantages of the Lynch resignation. Labor will be concentrating on
reducing unemployment but presumably resorting to higher taxation and public spending. The Government will be stressing the battle against inflation, which it claims has gone down from 19% to 9% the reduction in the deficit and reduction in interest rates. These and other measures will, it argues, improve confidence and hence demand and thus reduce unemployment. The Government is pressing its general point that it should be allowed to finish the job it has started.

The parties appear to be very close to each other in prospects of victory whereas a short time ago the Government seemed certain to win. Mr Fraser has been forced to resort to greater generosity.

Please assure Her Majesty of my continued humble duty and loyalty. We are all glad about the birth of Her Royal Highness Princess Anne's baby and that His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales has fully recovered.

Yours sincerely,

JOHN R. KERR

The Right Honourable Sir Philip Moore,
K.C.V.O., C.B., C.M.G.,
Private Secretary to The Queen,
Buckingham Palace,
LONDON ENGLAND
My dear Private Secretary

I write to wish you well on your assumption of your most important office as Private Secretary to Her Majesty The Queen.

My association, indeed friendship, with your predecessor has been a most valuable experience for me, and I am sorry that, except for a letter or two between now and my own retirement, there will be little official contact between us.

So far as Australian affairs are concerned I am sure you will have a quieter time in the coming few years than has been the case during my period in office. As I understand the position you will have been kept informed about developments here through my correspondence with Sir Martin. There is accordingly no need for me to repeat anything that I have said to him in recent letters.

My wife and I shall be living for a time in London. For how long this will continue we do not yet know. We shall be arriving there in early March after a period of rest and holiday in Europe.

I should appreciate very much an opportunity to pay my respects to The Queen and to have the privilege of an audience with her. My desire would be to express my profound appreciation and gratitude for her understanding and sympathy during my period in office.

There is little that I can add to the last letter I wrote to the Palace except to say that His Royal Highness completed his visit on 11 November and that it was universally regarded as being highly successful.

I shall say something about the Queensland election. This election, held last Saturday, resulted in the return of the Bjelke-Petersen Government with a reduced majority. The National Party lost five seats as did the Liberals. There are still some doubtful seats - three. The Australian Democrats polled well -
10.9% in the electorates in which its candidates stood. There is not much comfort for either Mr Fraser or Mr Whitlam in the result. Labor improved its voting from 36% on the last State election to 43.3% but it needed 47% to enable it to face the Federal election on December 10 with confidence in its Queensland chances. The National Party was down on the last State election result only by .8% - from 27.9% to 27.1%. The Liberals were down from 31.1% to 24.9%.

The Premier comes out of his internal coalition battle with the Liberal Party stronger than he entered it. The National Party for the first time in the twenty years of the coalition government out-polled the Liberals. Mr Chipp is claiming that his Democrats will, through their preferences, determine the result of the December election. Mr Fraser has pointed out that the total coalition result - 52% of the voters is the most overwhelming victory the coalition parties have had except for 1974 when Labor suffered a devastating defeat.

There are two small points which may be of some interest to add to your information about Australian affairs. The last Morgan Gallup Poll which was taken on the weekend immediately after the announcement of the intention to hold an election on December 10 indicated that the Government has improved its level of support. The level of support for Mr Fraser has also increased while that for Mr Whitlam has declined. The poll would indicate that if an election had been held at the time of the poll the Government would have been returned with a reduced majority.

The parties in the coalition government have moved up to 46% since the poll taken a week before which gave a 44% result. The Labor Party has fallen by two points from 44 to 42. The Government reached its lowest point for a long time last August when it had the support of 40% of those polled whereas the Labor Party then had the support of 45%. The Government parties have improved month by month reaching their present top figure of 46% which brings them closer to the high level of support which they had at the beginning of the year. Labor has fallen over the same period of time from 45% to 42%.

As I mentioned in my last letter there is a new party called the Australian Democrats which has been receiving a significant share of the voting support as shown in the Gallup Poll. Its support has been currently running at 8% on a national wide basis during the month of October. This does not take into account the high vote
which this group got in an actual election recently held in Victoria. I mentioned this in my previous letter. The Government parties appear to be quite confident that they can hold their position to win the election.

The other point which may be of interest to you is that the Financial Review, a paper published in Sydney but having a nation wide circulation conducted what it called a "survey" of the opinions of 267 leaders in business, trade unions, federal and state politics, the Commonwealth Public Service, the mass media, the church; liberal and conservative voluntary associations and academics. This was a so-called "leadership" survey of the opinions of people of importance. The main part of the survey, a copy of which I enclose, which was of special interest to me is to be found in the attached clipping under the heading of "The Whitlam Sacking". This examined the opinions of the "leaders" as to whether the removal of the Whitlam Government was contrary to the spirit of the Constitution and if so by reason of what improper conduct did it occur. The table at the end of the clipping shows that 43% of the "leaders" thought that the removal of the Whitlam Government was contrary to the spirit of the Constitution but the break up of reasons is very interesting. 47% felt that the removal of the Whitlam Government resulted from improper conduct of the Whitlam Government itself. 20% thought that it resulted from improper conduct of the Liberal N.C.P. Opposition. 17% thought that it was due to improper government by both parties but only 6% of the "leaders" thought that it was due to improper conduct by the Governor-General alone or with others.

You will find the break up of the figures relating to the Governor-General interesting. Only 18% of A.L.P. supporters, 14% of unionists, 10% of public servants, 7% of other centre leaders and no business or Liberal N.C.P. supporters at all regarded the removal of the Government as being due to improper conduct of the Governor-General. I found the overall figure of 6% for the whole group very satisfying. Of course a survey such as this tells us little about general opinion. How the "leaders" were selected I do not know. The Financial Review has not been supportive of the Government nor indeed of me but I assume the selection of the 267 leaders was fairly done. It certainly would not be slanted in favour of the Liberal - National Country Party or myself.

You will note that in the middle of the attached clipping there is a reference to republicanism. 37% of national leaders are said to have agreed that "over"the long run Australia will be better off with a republican form of Government". The article interpreting
the results of the survey mentions that the phrase "over the long run" is important and of course this must be so. There are doubtless a number of people who believe that republicanism will arrive "in the long run" who do not believe that it will come or should come soon. Most people are not capable of considering this question in its constitutional setting.

May I again wish you success and happiness in your new appointment and ask you to assure The Queen of the continued humble duty and loyalty of my wife and myself.

\[Signature\]

P.S. I have discovered from the Financial Review of 8 November the composition of the group of leaders and attach a short clipping indicating how the 267 top position holders were made up.

The Right Honourable Sir Philip Moore, K.C.V.O., C.B., C.M.G.,
Private Secretary to The Queen,
Buckingham Palace,
LONDON ENGLAND
A political system is a way of organizing the allocation of public power and resources. It is a framework of rules, institutions, and practices that govern the interactions between individuals and groups in a society. The political system is often characterized by its structure, processes, and outcomes, which can vary widely across different societies and historical periods.

In some cases, political systems may be characterized by a dominant political party or a single leader who can make decisions independently. In other cases, political systems may be more fragmented, with multiple parties and leaders competing for power and influence. The effectiveness of a political system can be measured by factors such as the ability to make decisions, the responsiveness to the needs of the population, and the stability and longevity of the system.

The effectiveness of a political system can be influenced by a variety of factors, including the distribution of power, the presence of checks and balances, the role of civil society, and the quality of governance. These factors can shape the ability of the political system to address challenges and promote the common good.

In conclusion, political systems come in many forms and can be evaluated based on various criteria. Understanding the strengths and weaknesses of different political systems can help us to appreciate the complexity of governance and the importance of democratic principles in a world where political systems are constantly evolving.

This text is an excerpt from a longer article discussing the political system in Australia, and it highlights the importance of understanding its structure and effectiveness in order to assess its impact on the country and its citizens.
For convenience in presenting the results, leaders are grouped into three broad categories based on similarities in their response patterns:

**LEFT LEADERS**
- 13 ALP Federal shadow ministers, Premiers, Deputy Premiers, State party leaders and other party officials.
- 24 Federal and State secretaries of the largest unionised trades-unions and officers of the ACTU and State Trades and Labour Councils.
- 12 Federal and State secretaries of the largest non-union trades-unions and officers of ACSP and CAGEO.
- 10 national executive directors of "liberal voluntary associations" (i.e., major consumers, conservation, women's and other reform groups).

**CENTRE LEADERS**
- 39 secretaries of Federal departments and heads of major statutory authorities.
- 19 editors of the largest newspapers and magazines and top managers of the ABC.
- 10 abbots and presidents of Catholic and major Protestant Churches.
- 10 Vice-Chancellors of the largest universities.
- 7 leading academic economists.

**RIGHT LEADERS**
- 66 board chairmen and managing directors of the largest corporations and national executive directors of the major business and agricultural pressure groups.
- 27 LNP Federal Cabinet ministers, Deputy Premiers, State party leaders, deputy leaders and other party officials.
- 13 presidents and executive directors of "conservative voluntary associations" (i.e., legal, medical, veterans, and public affairs groups).
- 5 owners and board chairman of the largest commercial media organisations.

The comparatively small number of leaders sampled in each leadership area needs to be borne in mind when seeking to generalise the results.

The intention was to ascertain the opinions of the highest echelon of national leaders only.

Furthermore, these leaders responded to a tightly structured questionnaire which forced them to choose between simplified alternatives on complex issues.
BUCKINGHAM PALACE

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL


My dear John,

Thank you very much for your letter of 27th October which The Queen was able to read as she flew back from Barbados in Concorde yesterday.

Her Majesty was most interested to read what you have to say about the election which is to be held on 10th December. From what you say of the advice tendered to you by the Prime Minister, it seems that it would have been extremely difficult for you to have denied him the Dissolution for which he asked. It was, I think, a harder decision for him to ask for it than for you to grant it but it must, nonetheless, have required a good deal of careful thought on your part.

I was as surprised as you to hear that Sir William Slim's letter of 8th November, 1955 to Sir Michael Adeane and Sir Michael's reply of 17th November, had found their way on to a file dealing solely with procedural matters. I do, of course, have these letters here but they are kept in a confidential file which contains correspondence between Governors-General and the Private Secretary and is, of course, confidential.

I do not think you need have felt any reluctance in reading these letters and indeed I think they contain sound constitutional doctrine which ought to be available for any future Governor-General and it is, perhaps, for this reason that...
Sir William Slim put them in the file rather than taking them away with him, as part of his personal archives which is what I assume he must have done with the other letters he wrote to my predecessor.

I am sure it would be right to remove them from the file in which they now reside and keep them somewhere else on a confidential basis.

The Queen thanks you and your wife for your good wishes which she warmly reciprocates.

With all best wishes,

[Signature]

His Excellency the Governor-General of Australia.
My dear Martin,

His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales is half way through his tour of Australia. It has so far been a great success and has attracted wide attention. We greatly enjoyed his stay with us at Government House and hope that he was happy there.

I had a long conversation with him about things in general including the political situation here, explaining to him in broad outline how I believe the current situation had developed.

As you are I believe aware, the Prime Minister had very great difficulty making up his mind whether to go to the people at the present time or not. I believe I may have mentioned to you in an earlier letter that he regarded this decision as a harder one to make than the decision to deny Supply.

The Prince of Wales was very interested in the general political background and the personalities involved. Our conversation ranged over other matters and he was kind enough to express the wish that in London when we are living there other conversations between us may be possible.

As far as I know he has had no experience of demonstrations so far and there should certainly be none of any significance. He leaves Australia from Perth on 11 November which happens to be, as you will realise, the second anniversary of the dismissal.

It is traditional for the Governor-General on that day to attend the Remembrance Day Service in Canberra but it would have been possible for me to fly to Perth afterwards. I took the view of the security people on the likely consequences should I be present at a farewell in Perth on that day. The answer was that if I did it without advance publicity there could still be a not insignificant demonstration, and if I did it with advance publicity there could be a much larger one.

The Prince of Wales himself without knowing any of this, because I made the enquiries later, said...
that he could see no reason why I should fly to Perth to say farewell. There have been varying precedents in cases of members of the Royal Family other than The Queen. I said that I would like to go and he asked me to let him know what decision I made.

Having made my enquiries from security I had a message sent to Squadron Leader Checketts giving him the information and saying that as there were precedents to support my absence and, for the other reasons mentioned above including the fact that His Royal Highness had indicated that my presence would not be necessary, I thought it better not to go. The Prime Minister will be there and of course all of the Western Australian leaders.

There is another reason why I believe this decision to be the correct one. Namely that I have already made my official farewell visit to Western Australia and the tradition is that such a visit should be the last. Of course this, in the case of a Royal Visit can be overcome but in a sense it is not quite fair to the Premier and the Governor for a Governor-General who has already said farewell to the people of Western Australia to appear on the scene in the circumstances mentioned.

I believe that the visit of the Prince of Wales is winding up the Jubilee Year in Australia with great pleasure all round and that it has been a great help to Monarchy here. There have been no republican meetings nor as far as I can see much expression of republican views whilst he has been in the country. I believe that it is becoming more and more obvious how difficult are moves to change our monarchical system under our constitution and republican enthusiasm limited though it has been, is waning.

The election is under way though the policy speeches will not be made until several days after the departure of His Royal Highness. The issues are unemployment and the economy involving the question of economic management and how each side in politics can best tackle it.

Mr Whitlam has done a couple of rather peculiar things which have caused him a little embarrassment. First he announced that Mr Hayden, his last Treasurer when in Government, would not be Treasurer if he wins the election but would be Minister for Foreign Affairs and probably Minister for Defence. Mr Hurford would be the Treasurer. As Mr Hayden had been presented widely as the Opposition's top economic expert this caused a great deal of discussion and criticism, especially inside the Labor Party, and Mr Whitlam had to retreat saying that although Mr Hurford would be Treasurer Mr Hayden would head up a new Department of Economic Development.
Mr Whitlam has also announced that if he wins the election he will remain for only two years and will then resign. One would think that this would be a difficult position to take, asking the people to elect a Prime Minister who intends to go after two years. The assumption is that Mr Hayden would then succeed. Of course in politics anything can happen and if Mr Whitlam won what he has said will take place may not occur.

The Government parties are confident that although they will lose seats they will retain power and I understand that their private opinion polls support this view. The Ministers to whom I talk are confident, including the Prime Minister, but it is too early yet to assess how the campaign will go.

One of the big unknown factors has to do with the position of a new party called the Australian Democrats which is headed by Mr Chipp, a former Minister in earlier Liberal Coalition Governments, not selected for the Ministry by Mr Fraser. The result was that in due course he resigned from the Liberal Party and formed the Australian Democrats. This group has attracted a considerable amount of support which it has been thought has come largely from the dissident Liberals' dissatisfaction with the Government policies. The Gallup Polls have measured this support as quite significant and political commentators have felt that the outcome of the election could depend on the second preferences of Mr Chipp's supporters.

Last Saturday there was a by-election for a State seat in Victoria. A number of very significant local State issues were involved including a great deal of dissatisfaction over a serious strike in the electric power industry and scandals in relation to land deals which are at present the subject of a State Royal Commission. The Victorian Liberal Party is accordingly weaker than it has been for a very long time. The seat in question is a swinging seat. It was won by the Labor Party. An interesting fact is that the Australian Democrats obtained about 17% of the votes. It is not clear yet how the preferences were distributed between the Liberal Party and the Labor Party but Labor claims to be getting between 50%-60% of those preferences.

A lot of people are arguing that this by-election is bad news for Mr Fraser because inevitably federal issues, especially unemployment, were brought into the campaign. However the State by-elections are
notoriously a bad guide for a federal general election and future Gallup Polls will perhaps provide a better guide to the nation-wide position.

There is also an election currently being held in Queensland where the people go to the polls on Saturday next. I recently had my official farewell in Queensland. It seems likely that the Labor Party will do better there than in the last election in which it was very badly defeated. However the Coalition Government in Queensland is thought to be certain to be returned with the loss of some seats. One frill on this election is that the Liberal Party, led by the Deputy Premier, Mr Knox, is engaged in a fight with Mr Bjelke-Petersen's party (with which it is in coalition) in a number of electorates. It is seeking to win them from sitting National Party Members (former Country Party). This is an important issue for the Premier. If by any chance the Liberals turn out to have more members of the new House than his own party Mr Knox would take over as Premier and the present Premier would presumably become Deputy Premier.

It remains to say that yesterday I had my official Parliamentary Farewell at Parliament House, Canberra. It was, as expected, boycotted by the Labor Party but was a very happy occasion in which the main dining room was crowded. There are, as you will appreciate, as a result of the last election a very great number of Government Members of Parliament. Many of their wives attended together with senior public servants, diplomats, heads of the Services and others. It was inevitable that the proceedings would take on a political flavour and there was no avoiding a newspaper reception this morning with some kind of political emphasis or criticism. As things happened the Prime Minister and Mr Anthony made speeches which were flattering to me but inevitably took on a rather political tone. Both the speakers attacked the Labor Party for the boycott. My own speech, which had been circulated to the press and had been cleared by the Prime Minister's advisers, was interpreted as entering into the election campaign because it allegedly supported the Government parties.

I attach a copy of the Prime Minister's speech and Mr Anthony's speech as well as a copy of my own. I have sidelined a few in my own touching upon economic matters.

It seemed to me reasonably safe, though I expected adverse comment, to refer to the economic recession and unemployment, to mention the indications of some recovery in the economy and to express optimism about the future in this respect. I also touched upon the desirability of development. These subjects
seemed to me to be substantially bi-partisan and I was so advised. After all both parties are saying in the election that they are capable of producing improvement in the economy and if elected will do so. Both are anxious to tackle unemployment and both are committed to development. My reference to development was interpreted as being an indirect reference to the uranium issue upon which the parties are divided. It would have been impossible for me to make any kind of speech which was not platitudinous and avoid the charge of speaking politically.

After all, as there is an election on and as one side in politics had boycotted the farewell the ground was set for a journalistic picnic. I do not think the Governor-Generalship will be an issue of any significance in the campaign, not only because I am retiring but also because it probably is not to the advantage of the Labor Party to remind people of 1975. However we must await events.

This may be the last letter to reach you whilst you are holding your present office. I hope the issues, pressures and challenges of my three and a half years here have not unduly pressed upon you and have not unduly worried Her Majesty. I take refuge in the fact that it was not I who denied Supply and it was not I who attempted to govern without it. Everything has flowed from the clash between those who took these two decisions.

I wish you, on behalf of my wife and myself as I believe I have already done, happiness and satisfaction in your retirement and we both look forward to seeing you next year.

Please assure Her Majesty of the continued humble duty and loyalty of my wife and of myself and of our delight at the all round success of her Jubilee Year especially in Australia where, as I see it, the Monarchy is stronger than ever.

Yours ever,

John

Lieutenant Colonel the Right Honourable
Sir Martin Charteris, G.C.B.,
G.C.V.O., O.B.E.,
Private Secretary to The Queen,
Buckingham Palace,
LONDON ENGLAND

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
REPLY BY HIS EXCELLENCY THE RIGHT HONOURABLE SIR JOHN KERR,
A.K., C.C.M.G., G.C.V.O., K.St.J., Q.C.,
GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA
AT THE PARLIAMENTARY LUNCHEON IN HONOUR OF THEIR EXCELLENCIES
THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL AND LADY KERR,
AT PARLIAMENT HOUSE, CANBERRA
MONDAY, 7 NOVEMBER 1977

Thank you, Prime Minister and Mr Anthony, for all you have said. My wife and I are most grateful to you and to all those assembled here today in this last week of the thirtieth Parliament, to say farewell to us.

I specially appreciate, Prime Minister, the mention you made of my personal sorrow early in my term of office.

A leave-taking from office is always an occasion for mixed emotions. There is for me, a sadness at stepping out of an office which is important to Australia and which has years of tradition behind it and to part from a loyal and efficient staff - a staff which has done so much to make our system work efficiently and to make my task much easier. I thank them all.

Against that there is of course the satisfaction of a duty carried out and completed. It engenders in me both a feeling of deep pride and a sense of relief. It also leaves me with a sense of humility that I have been privileged to march in high office; for some part of the
distance, in the long procession of Australian history.

My three and a half years in office have been challenging years and have embraced historic events. They have been, in consequence, enjoyable if to some extent turbulent. Future historians will measure and assess those years better than we can now, close as we are to the events that have crowded our time. As a participant I shall leave my own records. The judgment of history in our democracy can be relied upon to provide an impartial final assessment.

There have been some burdensome moments. But these are now falling into perspective. There have also been occasions of considerable responsibility, of pleasure in carrying out the duties of the office which would not have been possible except for the immense personal support given me and my wife during my term of office.

Two other matters of moment I would like to mention.

The first is this Silver Jubilee Year of Her Majesty The Queen and the opportunity given to me by your Government, Prime Minister, to attend the celebrations in London after her stay with us here. The evidence in crowded London - and I know it came over strongly on the television screens here - showed in quite a dramatic way the special place that the Monarchy has in the community life of Great Britain.

Here too, in Australia, where of our own free will
we give loyalty and allegiance to the Crown, Her Majesty's Jubilee Visit this year attracted similar enthusiastic responses. That visit was a great success.

There is no doubt that our affection for The Queen extends naturally and warmly to The Prince of Wales who is visiting Australia at the present time, and who has captured the hearts of all Australians by the sincerity of his interest in all that goes on in Australia and by his vitality and warm personality.

The evidence everywhere is of the constancy of the Crown, its durability and the affection given so spontaneously to the Royal Family.

It is clear that, in this context, while there are influences that divide, they are, in the measure of time, of passing moment compared with those influences, like the role of the Monarchy, that unite and are of lasting quality. Of that I am very confident. Superficial manifestations to the contrary are passing phenomena which will disappear in the sweep of history.

The debate on republican Australia ebbs and flows like the tides. It has been fashionable for it to be raised by every generation. It is healthy to have constitutional debate in a free and virile country. But I do not see Australia becoming a republic in the foreseeable future. I believe that though the forces of change are constantly at work around us -
and it is good that they are - the link of the Crown will hold. It has, after all, survived longer than any other. There has been and is nothing of greater worth to displace it by all the hard tests of history.

The Monarchy as an institution is not static. It has moved closer to the people, the Members of the Royal Family - hardworking, understanding and dedicated - command our respect as well as our affection and not only in The Queen's own realms as the Royal Visits made to other countries demonstrate.

The second matter I want to mention is "the state of the nation" as I see it today. In my term of office Australia has been caught deep in a painful economic recession with serious unemployment. This period has been, and still is, a testing time for us all.

But some signs of recovery appear to be emerging. I have confidence that the recovery will gather strength in the next year or two. And wherever I might be in the immediate future I am sure I shall be watching from the sidelines with a sense of relief that there are better days ahead for all Australians.

This is a time of opportunity for all Australians to make the recovery real, lasting and large and for all of us to enjoy the prosperity which the whole world recognises as being available to us. I would go further and say that our opportunity for ultimate recovery and lasting prosperity will
be aided if we set out sights on recovery and get on with the business of developing Australia as it is meant to be developed.

We cannot shut ourselves off from the rest of the world, a world desperately anxious about the economic future.

Let us think and plan for the longer term, for the generations to come, for the children of our children. There is much to be done. Let us get on with it. And with that I take my leave of public affairs in this Parliament.

My wife and I will be travelling abroad for a period of rest, refreshment and activity. I do not plan to live an idle life and if I can serve in any other way I stand ready to do so.

My own personal writings and archives will be available for history, some not for a long time. I have made no decision as to when I shall publish what personal writings may be appropriate for publication. That is for leisurely decision in retirement. I shall bear in mind that people are entitled to as full an account of the historic happenings of their time as is possible and as soon as is fitting but there will be many factors to be taken into account. There is no book ready for publication. But as to the future - who knows? That is for another day.

Prime Minister: just one final word of thanks and it is to those who are not here - to my fellow Australians across the length and breadth of this continent. I wish them all happiness, success and prosperity.
Thousands of them have sent my wife and me messages of support and encouragement in difficult days during my term of office and many more thousands have welcomed us all over Australia. It was good of them to do so. Lady Kerr and I say a very warm "thank you" for that too.

My successor is a man of great character, competence and wisdom.

He has, at his side, as I have, a talented and competent and charming wife, ready to share the tasks that belong to this honourable office.

Lady Kerr and I wish Sir Zelman and Lady Cowen much happiness and fulfilment in their new role.

I thank you, Prime Minister, your gracious wife and your colleagues, the Presiding Officers, Members of the Parliament and their wives and others present for this day and say farewell to you and the Parliament.
PRIME MINISTER
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ADDRESS AT PARLIAMENTARY LUNCH TO FAREWELL THE GOVERNOR GENERAL

Your Excellency, we are delighted to be with you and Lady Kerr today. As Prime Minister, I know I speak for the overwhelming majority of Australians in saying that you have carried out the duties of your office with dignity, calm, and integrity.

Sir, you are respected by Australians. You are respected for your personal strength, your courage and your determination. This strength and resolve-characteristics displayed throughout your life - was never more publicly evident than early in your term of office with the loss of your first wife. I and my colleagues greatly admired the way you did not allow that time of personal suffering to diminish - in any way - your utter commitment to carrying out your duties.

You set standards of a high order. You have never allowed yourself to be distracted from carrying out the tasks of the Queen's representative. You have faced some difficult times, but you have always faced them with dignity. I do regret that the Leader of the Opposition and his colleagues have not seen fit to attend this Parliamentary function.

Political debate in Australia is vigorous and criticism harsh. This is a fact of politics. Politicians - of all political persuasions, and at all levels - live with the rough and tumble of political debate. We learn to accept it. But beyond this conflict, and beyond that competition, the politician in a democratic society has a cardinal responsibility to unite, a responsibility not to divide. It is his task to strengthen the common bonds that make society workable, not to erode them. The personal bitterness that has manifested itself in the kind of boycott evident here today, has no place in Australian parliamentary life. It has no place in Australian politics.

Your Excellency, you are one of a group of outstanding men who have represented Her Majesty in Australia. Your achievements in law and administration prior to your appointment as Governor General in 1974 marked you as an outstanding Australian. As Governor General, your integrity, and your commitment to this country and to the freedom of all Australians, has added immeasurably to that stature.
The ultimate role of the Monarch is to ensure that the country is governed within the terms of the Constitution - a cardinal principle of which is the supremacy of Parliament, and through it the people, over the Executive. In this way, the Monarchy is the ultimate protector of the people. The residual powers of the Monarchy are few and rarely used - but one instance when they may properly be called upon arises when the Executive tries to usurp the role of the Parliament. Any attempt, for example, by the Executive to continue to govern without appropriation of funds by Parliament demands that the supremacy of Parliament and of the people be upheld.

That is the exceptional situation you had to face in 1975, and I believe quite certainly history will judge you a faithful servant of the Constitution who discharged his responsibilities under the Constitution in a time of exceptional difficulty.

Your Excellency, I am unaware as to whether you intend to write memoirs. If you were to do so, I am sure there would be some passing interest in them. It is fair to say that distinguished Australians have traditionally - in time - recorded their own account of their public achievements. I hope, Sir, that one day we may have a chance to read your account of an important and fascinating period.

My comments today would not be complete without special mention of Lady Kerr. I know that Lady Kerr has stood beside you throughout the difficult times, and has been a source of strength and encouragement. We all, in public life especially, owe much to our wives. They endure what we endure yet are always ready to lend willing support, sympathy and understanding. Lady Kerr has certainly fulfilled this role.

Your Excellency, on behalf of the Government and the people throughout Australia who think so highly of both of you, can I offer my sincere wish for many useful and enjoyable years ahead. You have made a significant contribution for many years to Australia's development.

I know you will continue to apply your talents to the good of our country and the benefit of all Australians.
ADDRESS AT PARLIAMENTARY LUNCHEON TO FAREWELL THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL

Someone told me the other day of an ancient Chinese curse which says: 'May you live in interesting times'. I don't know why, but I thought of Your Excellency when I heard it!

If anyone has lived in interesting times, then you have. And you have conducted yourself throughout that period with a degree of courage and resolution which few of us could match. To weaken would have been a triumph for those people who believe in the use of intimidation and the fears of mob rule.

I would say that rarely has anyone been so strongly criticised, so abused, so villified, for doing his duty - for doing what was right.

When you were faced with a situation which had to be resolved, you chose to allow the Australian people to resolve it themselves. As I've said before, if what you did was a threat to democracy, then it was the first time in history that democracy was threatened by giving people the right to vote in an election. And if ever you felt the need to look for vindication of your action, it was abundantly given in the decision the people made in the election you gave them.

There are still people in Australia - there are still people in this Parliament - who believe that the Government of Australia was changed by the Governor-General. The Government of Australia was changed by the Australian people - and no-one else.

I have no doubt, Your Excellency, that throughout the time when the going was hard, you have been sustained by the knowledge that the great majority of the Australian people supported you and respected you - not only for the difficult but firm decision you made, but for the way you endured the consequences of it. For those of our colleagues who are not here today, I have some understanding, but I do feel sad that their feelings run so strong.
GOETHE: German Philosopher:

"Hatred is a heavy burden. It sinks the heart deep into the breast and lies like a tombstone on all joys."

I say, those who fester lasting bitterness do themselves no good. And those of us who are today present, are glad to pay our respects to a man of courage. For to acknowledge courage is to acknowledge an essential of high character.

We are all pawns in the passage of time. As we are moved along life's path we all have options we can exercise - some small, some large - that can be for better or for worse.

Fate thrust upon you, Your Excellency, the responsibility of exercising an option which held great and lasting implications. You did it and you paid an enormous personal price at the hands of people who had been friends and associates. But in taking what I believe to be the correct and only option, you have helped to strengthen our Constitution and our Parliamentary system. For this I thank you - and Australia does too.

Our democracy is a fragile system which is only as good as the manner in which people in positions of responsibility will respond to it and accept it.

Your Excellency: We have been honoured to have you as our Governor-General and we thank you for the service you have given to the nation. We offer you our best wishes, and the hope that you and Lady Kerr will take with you a sense of duty well and courageously done.

Thank you Prime Minister.

(Address given by the Deputy Prime Minister, Rt. Hon. J.D. Anthony)
Government House,  
Canberra. 2600.  

27 October 1977

My dear Martin,

You will know from my telegram that I have decided to accept the Prime Minister's advice that the House of Representatives be dissolved and the necessary notices of Senate elections be given in time for elections for both Houses on 10 December 1977.

The Prime Minister saw me last night and handed me a letter of advice. We had a detailed discussion about it. In his letter he refers to the need for a half Senate election no later than May. He outlines the general practice prior to 1963 to hold elections for the House of Representatives and for half the Senate on the same date and refers to what happened in 1955 when Sir William Slim on the advice of the then Prime Minister dissolved the House of Representatives much earlier than its three year term to synchronize elections for the two Houses. In that case the election for both Houses was held some eighteen months after the previous election for the House of Representatives.

The Prime Minister then refers to the recent referendum in which 62 per cent of all voters favoured elections for both Houses at the same time though the referendum was not carried. The Prime Minister then states that the next election should be a simultaneous one for both the House and half the Senate. He states that this would mean an election at least by May 1978. If there were no simultaneous election there would have to be a separate election for the House of Representatives before April 1979 and another election for half the Senate before July 1981 and so on. This would mean a major federal election every one or two years.

Such a situation is not conducive to sound Government and is not in the public interest. The Prime Minister goes on to say that in practical terms a simultaneous election would need to be held in December this year or before the end of May next year. He states that after consultation with his ministerial colleagues he has decided to advise me that the elections for both Houses should be held in December 1977.

A substantial argument in favour of this advice is the economic one. When the Government was elected in December 1975 Australia was in a state of severe depression,
marked by rapid inflation, high unemployment and declining output. Since then the Government's policies have required steady and resolute action and there are now encouraging signs that they are succeeding. Nevertheless he says that there is still much to be done and real economic growth can only be sustained by the continuance of present policies.

A fundamental requirement for their success is an atmosphere of certainty and confidence in the community. An election in December would provide, he argues, an early opportunity to end election speculation and the resulting uncertainty and to enable the Government to seek from the people an expression of their will. It would also enable the pattern for the half Senate to be followed. Since 1949 leaving aside double dissolutions elections for half the Senate have been held in November or December on seven occasions and in May on one occasion only.

His timetable is:

Issue of Writs: 10 November 1977  
Nominations close: 18 November 1977  
Polling: 10 December 1977  
Return of Writs: on or before 8 February 1978

I had a discussion with the Prime Minister about his advice including a discussion on the pros and cons. He told me that he found the decision a very hard one to make, indeed as hard if not harder than the decision to deny Supply made in October 1975.

I should like to mention to you that I had the official file relating to the analogous situation of 1955 taken out so that I could see what happened then. I was greatly surprised to find on the official file a copy of a confidential letter sent by the Governor-General to Sir Michael Adeane and Sir Michael's reply. These had apparently been placed on a file, which otherwise related solely to procedural matters in relation to the election, with the then Governor-General's approval. It began with the Prime Minister's letter to Sir William Slim giving details in favour of dissolution and Sir William's reply.

The letter from Sir William Slim is dated 8 November 1955 and indicates that the Governor-General played an active part in the dissolution. He had two discussions with the Prime Minister. As a result of the first the Prime Minister sought the return of his official letter of advice which was given back unopened and sought permission to see the Governor-General later on the same evening. (I am referring to Sir William's letter to Sir Michael.)
3.

By this time the letter in its new form had been prepared and Sir William had made a list of arguments for and against an election which he handed to the Prime Minister on two sheets of paper. He had previously told the Prime Minister that he thought a sound argument for the double election would be an economic one and this in due course appeared in the letter of advice.

In his letter to Sir Michael Adeane the Governor-General said "on principle too, I believe that a Governor-General should clearly consider his Prime Minister's constitutional advice, not so much from the point of view of whether there are good reasons for accepting it as from the point of view of whether there are good reasons for refusing. If there are no strong reasons against it he should accept it. In this case the only reason of weight against the advice was that it was palpably tendered to gain a political advantage. This I did not consider a justification for refusing it. Such reasons would be - if the advice were offered for corrupt reasons; were plainly against the wishes of the people; likely to make The Queen's Government impossible or were unconstitutional or disloyal. Mr Menzies' advice was more of these, and as far as taking a political advantage was concerned, the Australian people are quite aware of it and, if they feel strongly against such action, can signify so in the usual way."

Sir Michael Adeane in his letter set out on the official file dated 17 November 1955 said "if I may say so, I particularly enjoyed reading the middle paragraph of your fourth page, which reduces to very clear terms a dilemma which must always be difficult and in the past has frequently been made unnecessarily confusing."

This paragraph of Sir Michael's refers to the passage I quoted above from the Governor-General's letter.

You can well imagine my surprise at finding these two letters on a file which is an official Government House file and not a private one. You may be assured that none of the correspondence which has passed between us has found its way to any such file. I am a little puzzled and worried about what to do about these two letters which are placed where they are presumably because of the approval of the Governor-General of the day. Should they be left there or should they be placed in some special separate place? You may care to have the whole of the two letters looked at in the Palace because they are obviously very confidential and contain material of an important political kind. It seemed to me, though I was reluctant to do so, best for me to read the two letters on the official file and to give you an indication of their contents. We know of no other case where
correspondence of this kind has found its way on to an official file but no detailed search has yet been made. If this correspondence were to come out - and twenty-two years have already passed since the letters were written - they would be used politically and the comparison between the position in 1955 and the position at today's date would undoubtedly be made.

Please assure Her Majesty on behalf of my wife and myself of our continued loyalty and humble duty.

Lieutenant Colonel the Right Honourable
Sir Martin Charteris, G.C.B., G.C.V.O., O.B.E.,
Private Secretary to The Queen,
Buckingham Palace,
LONDON ENGLAND
BUCKINGHAM PALACE

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

18th October, 1977.

My dear John,

Many thanks for your letter of 13th October which I have sent to Canada for The Queen to see and which I know Her Majesty will read with keen interest.

I am not accompanying Her Majesty in attendance on this occasion as I am fully occupied in clearing up 28 years of accumulated papers in this office!

I think it is a good thing that the Prime Minister has come into the open about the date on which Sir Zelman should take his oath of office and I am also very glad to learn that there is to be a farewell function for you in Parliament House. What a good opportunity this would be for the Labour Party to bury the hatchet but I do not expect they will.

The Prime Minister certainly has a difficult problem to decide in respect of the date of the next election and I know that The Queen will be extremely interested to learn what his decision is when he has made it.

I know that The Prince of Wales is much looking forward to his visit to Australia and to staying with you when he is there.

Although I shall not be in Office when you reach London I know you will let me know so that we can meet on the basis of friendship rather than on official business.

His Excellency the Governor-General of Australia.
My dear John

I have just returned from ten days in America to find your Personal and Confidential letter of 4th October waiting for me. In the meantime it was of course shown to The Queen and I had the opportunity of saying a few words to Her Majesty about it when I saw her this morning.

The Queen is of course very interested to learn of your discussion with the Prime Minister about the date of the next election and will be very glad to receive any further information that you can give her about the likely date as matters develop.

In the meantime I have only one comment to make. The Queen has indeed announced the appointment of Sir Zelman Cowen to succeed you as Governor-General, but has not I think made any statement about the exact date of the swearing in. In so far as The Queen is concerned therefore there is I think some flexibility in respect of this. It would for instance be absurd for a swearing in to take place on polling day.

If this sort of conflicting date arises the better course might possibly be to advance the date of the swearing in by one or two days so that Sir Zelman is indisputably Governor-General before the actual election takes place.
We can however discuss this further when it is known for certain whether or not there is to be an election and on what date it is to be held.

With all best wishes,

[Signature]

His Excellency the Governor-General of Australia.
My dear Martin,

There have been a few developments. In conversations with Sir Zelman Cowen it became obvious to me that he quite understandably was not at all happy about the possibility that his swearing in might be delayed for the reasons mentioned in my earlier letter. His view was that the decision had been made and The Queen had announced the intended appointment in July with a nominated future date and this would take it outside any convention about appointments on the eve of an election. He told me he intended to put this point of view to the Prime Minister and asked me my attitude. I, of course, said that I was ready and anxious to have things crystallised on 8 December, the date which had been in mind and that if the Prime Minister spoke to me on the subject I would say that it seemed to me appropriate for the announced appointment to proceed.

Sir Zelman did in due course speak to the Prime Minister on the subject and he, in turn, spoke to me. In the course of this conversation the Prime Minister mentioned that an exact date of swearing in, although understood between those involved had not been brought into "the public domain". He said he thought he would have a question asked which would enable him to announce the date.

Yesterday one of his back-benchers said that Members of Parliament would like to farewell the outgoing Governor-General (this in the circumstances would apply, of course, to members of the coalition parties). He asked whether any arrangements for such a farewell had been made. The Prime Minister used this opportunity to say both that there would be an appropriate farewell on one of the days immediately prior to the swearing in of the new Governor-General and this would take place on 8 December.

I understand there is to be a farewell function for me in Parliament House which doubtless will not be attended by any members of the Labor Party. Members of the Diplomatic Corps and Permanent Heads of Government Departments and others as well as Parliamentarians will probably be invited.

.../2
Fixing a date for the actual swearing in does not mean that a final decision about swearing in has been made, in the event of an election being held but now that the date is out in the open if nothing oppositional is said it would be very difficult I think for anyone to complain about the swearing in going ahead on the 8th. The particular problems of ceremony in connection with it may be affected if everyone is campaigning.

I am told however that even if there is an election a farewell function for myself will be held in Canberra though attendances of parliamentarians and Cabinet Ministers could be affected. All of this however is subject to adjustment in the light of actual circumstances.

The date of the swearing in has been interpreted by the press as meaning that there will probably not be an election this year. My conversations with the Prime Minister have always been kept by him in the realm of options. He has always said no more than he is keeping open the option of approaching me for a dissolution to enable an early December election to take place if he comes to the conclusion that he would like it. This we discussed always in the context of his other options. I have scrupulously refrained from asking him whether he has made up his mind but the implications in what he has said are that he has not yet done so.

There is to be a meeting of the Federal Conference of the Liberal Party in Canberra beginning tomorrow and continuing throughout the weekend. This will probably help the Prime Minister to gauge the opinion of his Party. There is a great deal of opposition to an election this year as far as I can judge within the coalition parties who would stand to lose a considerable number of seats. This would almost certainly also happen in May next year, possibly to a greater extent. This difficult question of what to do about an election will have to be decided by the Prime Minister about the end of October.

On 24 September I had a long conversation with the Prime Minister in Sydney. He asked me to see him early on the morning of that day before we both left that city. The conversation was general, had to do with the economy and political options. The Gallup Polls indicate that a substantial majority of the people express themselves as not wanting an election this year. These polls have a very dubious value on a question such as this.

There are many very difficult matters for the Prime Minister to consider. They include the state of the
economy, now and in the first half of next year, the incidence of serious strikes and the possibility of industrial confrontation on industrial issues and also on uranium and the problems of leadership within the Labor Party. I think the Prime Minister would probably like to fight the next election against Mr Whitlam and if he fights in December this undoubtedly will happen. One matter he presumably has to weigh up is whether the Labor Party may change its leader some time before a May election producing a situation in which the new leader would be still in the "honeymoon" period at the time of a May election. As you will see from this letter the situation remains much the same as when I last wrote.

We have the Crown Prince and Princess of Jordan with their suite staying in the House at the present time. They are leaving today. We look forward very much to having His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales stay with us and to the successful development of the Jubilee Appeal which that will help to produce.

My wife and I, as I previously told you, are looking forward to moving to London and Europe and to developing a new way of life about which I shall be able to have a talk with you next year. At least I hope so.

Please assure Her Majesty of the continued loyal and humble duty of both of us.

Yours ever,

John

Lieutenant Colonel the Right Honourable
Sir Martin Charteris, G.C.B.,
G.C.V.O., O.B.E.,
Private Secretary to The Queen,
Buckingham Palace,
LONDON ENGLAND
BUCKINGHAM PALACE

My dear John,

Please forgive this hurried and handwritten reply to your letter of 21st September.

I am, as you see, and in London and leave early tomorrow morning for U.S.A. and Canada.

I shall be back on 10th December and will be in touch with you then.

The Queen who is at Balmoral has of course seen your letter and read it with much interest.

Should there be an election on 10th or 17th December this will clearly pose considerable problems in regard to the date of your 'hand over' to Sir Zelman. But let us jump that hurdle when we know
we have to!

I think Mr Whitlam would find it very difficult not to accept Sir Zelman as Governor General. He may not have said anything in favour of this appointment but at least, as far as I know, he has not gone on the record as opposing it. It would look very odd if he suddenly repudiated it if he gained notice. I would hazard a guess that he will not do so.

I am sure the Queen will wish to receive you on the relinquishment of your office when you arrive on these hospitable shores.

With all best wishes

[Signature]

[Name]
My dear Martin

A short letter with two points. First I have had a long talk with the Prime Minister. This took place on 24 September so it is now perhaps out of date. We talked about his options as to an election. He said he had not made up his mind and I feel sure that this was the case at the time when we were talking. Nevertheless I had a very strong feeling that he was rather disposed to having an election in December but this is, as I see it, by no means certain. Since then he has been on a kind of campaign tour around Queensland and has been in Bourke in Western New South Wales. The press seem to believe that an election is on but I do not think the idea is very popular amongst the Prime Minister's supporters including members of the Ministry. There will inevitably be a loss of many seats.

He is to meet the Federal Executive of his party in mid-October and will wait until then before making his final decision. I think he will also keep his own mind open and not come to any decision for another two or three weeks. I am enclosing a copy of today's editorial in the "Financial Review" which gives one newspaper's impression of his allegedly complete domination of the coalition parties.

The second point is to do with my successor, Sir Zelman Cowen, who with his wife has been staying with us. He raised with me the matter that I discussed with you in my last letter, namely the possibility of his swearing in being delayed. He is not at all happy about this and can see no reason why this course of action should be adopted. His attitude, and I must say I think there is a great deal to be said for it, is that The Queen has dealt with the matter and decided it. She has made an announcement. The convention that appointments should not be made in the build-up period to an election should not cover a situation like this. He is to be having dinner with the Prime Minister this week and will doubtless try to have this sorted out. I think the application of the theory.../2
about appointments immediately prior to an election in this particular case is probably of bureaucratic origin. There are obvious dangers in it and perhaps this is the point. If by any chance the Prime Minister decides upon a December election and loses it and if Sir Zelman has not been sworn in by then I suppose it is not beyond the bounds of possibility that Mr Whitlam may say that the appointment is of a person who is personally a fine man but not the sort of person he would like to see at the present time as Governor-General. I do not think that this is likely especially as Sir Zelman tells me he had a pleasant telegram from Mr Whitlam. However, once a campaign gets going it could be bitter and anything could happen. Mr Whitlam has said nothing publicly about the appointment.

As I said in my last letter all of this will be sorted out once we know whether an election is to be held or not.

Mr Whitlam is still under attack within his own party.

My wife and I are off to Western Australia tomorrow for a farewell official visit of five days so this is my last chance to send you a word or two of background information for the time being.

Please assure Her Majesty of the devoted and humble loyalty and duty of my wife and myself.

Yours ever

John

Lieutenant Colonel the Right Honourable
Sir Martin Charteris, G.C.B., G.C.V.O., O.B.E.,
Private Secretary to The Queen,
Buckingham Palace,
LONDON ENGLAND
FRASER: PARTY LEADER
OR ROGUE ELEPHANT

As of now Malcolm Fraser has more power than this country has ever accorded a single individual.

Nothingillustrates this critical point better than the speculation on whether there will be an early election.

All the talk proceeds on the simple and correct assumption that the decision is solely that of Malcolm Fraser.

It is now taken for granted by all in politics that the Cabinet, that the Parliamentary Liberal Party, the party machine and, indeed, the party's traditional supporters, are unable to deter Mr Fraser once he has made up his mind to pursue a particular course.

The systems of checks and balances which political institutions have either in written constitutional form or in the form of convention have been suspended for Malcolm Fraser.

It is, for example, doubtful that one Liberal member of the Cabinet is actually enthusiastic about the idea of a premature election.

The National Country Party ministers can be taken to be in favour of the idea because one result of the election would be the strengthening of their party's position within the coalition.

It is accepted that Mr Fraser would win an early election, though this confidence is not entirely justified by the opinion polls, and that he would lose up to 20 Liberal seats.

If this happened the National Country Party would once again be in a position to threaten the Liberals with withdrawal of support. That bargaining chip is not available to the National Country Party at the moment.

The Liberal Cabinet ministers who do not favour an early election are disinclined to confront the Prime Minister with their doubts and objections.

This reluctance to heed the leader stems from a Fraserian definition of loyalty, a word used with increasing frequency in Liberal circles these days.

What we are seeing more publicly in the early election talk is the way in which the Fraser Cabinet operates.

The most obvious feature is the total domination by Mr Fraser.

The second feature is a preoccupation with short-term political considerations, minimal attention being paid to governing.

The reason Mr Fraser wants an election is that he feels he can get himself another three years by going now. He has absolutely nothing else in mind — no long-term economic strategy, no major issue on which he is seeking a genuine mandate.

The implications of both these aspects of the early election talk go beyond what that election will decide.

Even with the wisest of men it is dangerous for a political party to release to him a monopoly of power.

Mr Fraser is not the embodiment of Australian Liberalism. He is a most idiosyncratic politician who has arrived where he has by a process of accidents and manipulation.

You do not have to go far to find examples of Mr Fraser's day-by-day political battlefield style. Only last week he was quite seriously postulating the proposition that one oil company was failing in its national duty by locating its petrol outlets only where business was best.

If anyone else had said that he would have been dismissed as some sort of socialist economic crank.

Instead such sentiments come from a Liberal Prime Minister of Australia.

Mercifully by raising the concept of national duty Mr Fraser invites serious people to ponder what our Prime Minister is likely in the future to define as patriotism.

The second aspect of the early election talk that causes concern is the Prime Minister's obsession with short-term politics.

While it would be nonsense to worry about any Prime Minister who constantly had his finger on the political pulse of the nation there is a time when this in itself can become obsessive and destabilising.

Mr Fraser has reached that.

His personal history reveals a disturbing capacity for creating drama and tension around him.

An early election is consistent with that.

Consequently, while the election itself may not be cause for concern, it is if it is a symptom of something of more continuing importance, namely, a Prime Ministerial personality and psychology sustained only through political hype.

Malcolm Fraser is Prime Minister because he leads the Liberal Party. It has deferred to him in a quite unprecedented fashion.

It is about time that the party realised the danger inherent in such a situation.

It is about time that the checks and balances were reactivated.
13th September, 1977

My dear John

Thank you very much for your letter of 8th September about the resignation of Mr. Ellicott from his office as Attorney General. The Queen has seen your letter and read it with much interest with particular reference to the constitutional position of the Attorney General.

As you probably know, Mr. Silkin, the British Attorney General, was recently involved in a case and whilst not in any way similar to Mr. Ellicott's, it did raise the question of responsibilities of the Attorney General to the Government and to the public. I shall study Mr. Ellicott's resignation speech with great care and it is very useful for us to have it on our files.

I can well imagine that the Attorney General's resignation, coupled with the continuing trouble over the uranium issue, will make it very difficult for Mr. Fraser to decide when to appeal to the electors for a fresh mandate.

As you say, it may well be that your last three months as Governor-General will not lack the excitement which seems to have dominated your time in office!

With all best wishes,

His Excellency
the Governor-General of Australia.

[Signature]
My dear Martin,

Thank you for your letter of 6 September.

The political scene has changed a little in that the Labor Party has been returned with an increased majority in South Australia and has had some success in the Local Government elections in New South Wales. The Premier of Queensland is almost certain to be holding an election in November. This will probably be announced at any moment. The Prime Minister accordingly in the existing and expected economic situation will have to make up his mind about whether to go to the people in December or wait until May.

Mr Whitlam said in a public television interview that he believes the House of Representatives should go to the people at the same time as the half Senate election. The holding of these two elections at the same time did not become constitutionally necessary because of the defeat of the recent referendum designed to produce that result, but 62% of the Australian people voted in favour of a scheme along those lines and Mr Whitlam argues that because the people obviously want a joint election the proper thing to do is to have one.

The referendum was defeated despite the large popular vote in favour of the amendment because there were not majorities in Western Australia, Queensland and Tasmania.

Mr Whitlam accordingly argues that May is the time when the joint election should be held and says that it should not be held in December. There is a great deal of press speculation about what is going to happen and, because of doubts about further economic deterioration, it is regarded as a real possibility that there will be a December election.

The Prime Minister will not have to make up his mind until about the second half of October and he will not have to announce his decision until the early part of November if the election is to be held in December. Alternative dates are 10 and 17 December with 10 December being favoured.

This possibility has been taken so seriously that its consequences on technicalities of my departure and Sir Zelman's swearing in have had to receive attention.
It is apparently thought that if an election is decided upon it would not be right to swear Sir Zelman in a few days before such an election is held. Because of the possible difficulties in getting a final result of the election, if it is close, and because of the difficulties in forming the new ministry assuming the present government wins, the swearing in of Sir Zelman may have to be delayed until the end of January.

However he is proceeding, so I understand, and so am I on the basis that there will not be an election and we are making our plans accordingly. My bookings will be made and the Government will be moving me and my goods to London where I am to be provided with an office and other facilities.

If an election is held it will open up the possibility for me whether I proceed overseas as planned with an Administrator acting. I should on this hypothesis remain Governor-General until my successor is in fact sworn in. One possibility is that I would cancel the bookings and live quietly at Admiralty House until the time comes. In the meantime it would be necessary for me to swear in the new ministry if it comes from the present Government parties.

The other possibility is that an election will be held and it will be won by the present Opposition. This raises an awkward question because Mr Whitlam has not said, as far as I know, a single word of approval of the appointment of Sir Zelman. It is obvious enough that Sir Zelman has all the qualities which Mr Whitlam would regard as a disadvantage. He certainly would not be a figure head, rubber stamp or puppet but would see the office as carrying with it discretions, the existence of which Mr Whitlam denies.

It is therefore a possibility, one hopes a remote one, that he would not regard himself as bound, after an election, to appoint a Governor-General whose qualities are different from those he would want himself. As he has to have a Governor-General it is a possibility that he might wish to select, say, an absolutely "reliable" Labor man.

I would not wish to stay here in the event of a Labor victory. My Commission requires me to remain as Governor-General until my successor is sworn in and I have not examined whether there may be a way of coping with the position that would arise, so far as I am concerned.

I have not talked about these matters with the Prime Minister but his senior public servant who looks after Government House and who is attending to my departure
and Sir Zelman's arrival has discussed these matters with me in detail and also, I believe, with Sir Zelman. We are therefore not talking about a matter which is not receiving top level attention. The public servant in question, Mr Yeend, is not privy to the Prime Minister's intentions and I doubt very much whether the Prime Minister has yet made up his mind but the possibility is serious enough for the problems outlined in this letter to be receiving attention.

By the time Sir Zelman reaches London all issues will be resolved. Of course by then it will be known whether there will be an election or not. If there is no election the complications I mention will not arise.

Turning to another matter there was a censure motion in the Labor Caucus yesterday directed against Mr Whitlam because of a statement he made in the same television interview as is referred to above. He is said to have made a statement about our relations with Indonesia and Timor inconsistent with the Labor Party's policy as settled at its Perth Conference in June. The motion which was moved was "that this Federal Parliamentary Labor Party censure Mr E.G. Whitlam for his public repudiation on the ABC television programme Monday Conference on September 19 of decisions of the recent National Conference and decisions of Caucus at its meetings on September 7 and 14 on the subject of East Timor".

The censure motion was not actually put to the Caucus but instead a motion was moved and passed as a last warning to him that a further breach of party policy would not be tolerated. This motion was carried by 31 votes to 17 and in order to prevent the censure motion being put, he himself, according to the press, voted for the "last warning" motion. The press reports a fairly bitter debate in which the question of his resignation in favour of a younger man is said to have been raised.

Returning to the first matter dealt with in this letter I should, of course, say that I hope that none of the complications adverted to will arise.

My wife is busy planning a European holiday for us before we arrive in London where we shall be confronted by the problem of finding somewhere to live.

Please assure Her Majesty of our humble duty and loyalty. I hope that it will be possible to have an
audience with Her Majesty at some convenient time after our arrival in the United Kingdom and trust that she will feel it possible to permit this.

Yours ever

John

Lieutenant Colonel the Right Honourable Sir Martin Charteris, G.C.B., G.C.V.O., O.B.E., Private Secretary to The Queen, Buckingham Palace, LONDON ENGLAND
6th September, 1977

My dear John

Thank you very much for your letter of 1st September which The Queen has seen and read with the customary interest and attention she gives to all your letters.

Your account of your visit to Manila for the World Peace Through Law Center meeting was interesting and amusing and one must hope that President Marcos will fulfil the assurance he gave to the Conference.

What you say about the political scene in Australia does indeed indicate that politics there are in a volatile state, and I can imagine that the recent polls must give Mr. Fraser much occasion for thought about the timing of the next election.

I have no doubt that you are right in thinking that the Prime Minister is keeping his options open and will not make up his mind until he has to.

The Queen sends you both her best wishes as do I.

His Excellency
the Governor-General of Australia.
My dear Martin,

I sent a telegram on Tuesday about the resignation of Mr. Ellicott, Q.C., from his office as Attorney-General. He had just returned from overseas and, whilst overseas, he had made up his mind that he was on a collision course with the Prime Minister over the case at Queanbeyan.

He had been to a Law Ministers Conference in Winnipeg and had heard the unanimous assertion of their claim to complete independence in their exercise of their discretion in matters of criminal law. No political direction was regarded as tolerable. He apparently came to the conclusion that the matter would have to come to a head on his return and it did.

The central point was the decision of the Cabinet to refuse to allow the Attorney-General access to the evidence of public servants and to the files of the Public Service relating to the Loan Affair upon the ground that there was a convention that a government should not have access to information as to the deliberations of its predecessor. The Attorney-General's view was that such a convention could not apply to prevent an investigation into the possible commission of a crime.

In fact the Attorney-General decided at first to take the proceedings over and to call all the relevant witnesses without having the benefit of prior investigation of the facts as to which they could speak. It would I think have been an impossible position for him, or rather his counsel to take this course if bound by a Cabinet decision to claim total privilege for all written and oral evidence coming from Crown sources. If he were conducting the proceedings this reversal of the previous Cabinet decision not to claim a privilege for all published material would have made it difficult for him to persist with the tender of such material. A private prosecutor could do so, resisting the claim of privilege.

As to oral evidence Cabinet was most unlikely to reverse its decision to claim privilege on behalf of the Crown for all senior public service witnesses and this would have made it difficult, indeed impossible, for the Attorney if he took over the proceedings to call them.

.../2
Mr Justice Murphy's letter was a help in enabling the Attorney-General in all the circumstances to decide not to take over the proceedings leaving it to the private prosecutors to argue that the claim of privilege should be denied by the court.

Whilst the Attorney was away the Government refused to pay the private prosecutor's costs though it had agreed to pay the defendants' costs.

The Attorney interpreted all of this as being calculated by Cabinet to ensure that the private prosecution was aborted whilst denying him the right as Attorney-General properly to consider whether he should take it over. So he decided to resign. The Government takes the view that the people decided publicly on 13 December 1975 where the guilt lay on the loan issue and things should be left to rest on that political decision. Had Mr Ellicott been allowed to investigate the matter fully, and Mr Whitlam and Mr Connor appeared to have no objection to this, he would probably, in my opinion, have ended up coming to the conclusion that there was insufficient evidence to justify continuing the criminal persecution. The irreconcilable clash occurred, on the political and bureaucratic side, because of support for the convention that a previous Government's records and information were sacrosanct and, on the Attorney's side, because he believed no such convention could prevent a criminal investigation from being undertaken.

Mr Ellicott's reference to a "collision course" indicates that he realised that he could produce no change in Cabinet opinion and that his discretion was to be bound by political decision.

I am enclosing the full text of Mr Ellicott's resignation speech from yesterday's Sydney Morning Herald and the editorial from that paper and from the Financial Review. I do this because the constitutional point is very important and you will want, I believe, to have someone look at these documents for the benefit of the Palace.

Whether this development will affect the approach of the Prime Minister to the timing of the election remains to be seen though the Financial Review this morning says that it is a factor which will prevent a December election.

We have had further violent demonstrations on the uranium issue and trouble is brewing about industrial relations legislation. The resignation could be interpreted as a first sign of the breaking up of Governmental stability but this will probably not weigh heavily in the Prime Minister's mind. If a confrontation issue, with real law.../3
and order implications, develops Mr Fraser may decide to
go to the people in December but he will have to watch,
in the current volatile situation, that he is not moving
in an artificial or provocative way. He faces a very
difficult decision. Wednesday's Bulletin carries the
latest Gallup poll indicating, after the Budget, a further
drop in Government support which is down to 40%. This
is said to indicate a Labor victory if an election were
held now.

The Prime Minister has played the resignation
in a very low key fashion. He has not used the opportunity
to reshuffle his Cabinet and this is interpreted by some
as indicating that he may still be keeping his options
open for a December election.

The A.C.T.U. executive has decided that a
referendum should be held on uranium but this has to
go to their full Conference later this month and is
inconsistent with A.L.P. policy which requires a
moratorium on mining and export. The Government will
reject the idea of a referendum in which event a total
A.C.T.U. ban on mining and export is a possibility though
individual unions may refuse to comply. If the A.C.T.U.
comes down in favour of this policy the Government, in
rejecting a referendum, may embrace the idea of an
election on the uranium issue, saying it needs a mandate
in a confrontation situation.

You will probably agree that we are having,
as usual, an exciting and troublesome time out here.
Many people in business are worried about the state
of the economy and the Government's apparent failure to
provide any stimulus to recovery. A central question is
the very high interest rate. Pressure is developing
for Government action to lower it but on this point there
is much difference of opinion.

My last three months will doubtless pass with
the breathtaking speed of my whole Governor-Generalship.

I look forward to seeing you at Eton and to
a good talk about "retirement".

Please assure Her Majesty that I regard my whole
period in office as having been a stimulating opportunity
to serve her in loyalty and humble duty as I shall always do.

yours ever

John

Lieutenant Colonel the Right Honourable
Sir Martin Charteris, G.C.B., G.C.V.O.,
O.B.E.,
Private Secretary to The Queen,
BUCKINGHAM PALACE,
LONDON ENGLAND

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
The Ellicott resignation

Tentacles of loans affair stretch into 77 - Ellicott

Mr Justice Murphy

I had a visit last week from the Federal Commissioner for Repeal the Commonwealth Crimes Act, which he was in the process of disbanding. I would not wish to go into the details of the investigations, but I did not wish to make any comment. The government had not issued an official statement at the time of this interview.

Special role

The special role of the Australian Federal Court in the matter of the 77-Ellicott case is very significant. The courts have been asked to determine whether the 77-Ellicott case is a criminal or a civil matter.

Criminal law

The law on criminal law in Australia is quite different from that in other countries. In Australia, the criminal law is generally based on the common law system, which originated in England. However, there are some differences in the application of the law.

Application

On 30 June 1977, the Australian Federal Court ruled that the 77-Ellicott case was a civil matter and not a criminal matter. This decision was made on the basis of the evidence presented in the case.

Material facts

The case involved allegations of fraud and corruption in the administration of the Federal Government. The government had accused the 77-Ellicott case of embezzlement and other criminal activities. However, the Federal Court ruled that there was no evidence to support these allegations.

I resigned

I resigned as the President of the Australian Federal Court on 30 June 1977. I did so because I believed it was in the best interests of the Australian Federal Court and the administration of justice.

The battle is not yet over

Sankey's QC

Mr. Graham Williams

The case against Peter Sankey, the former member of Parliament, is still ongoing. The charges against him were dropped in 1977, and both sides were paid an estimated $175,000.

Fraser: proper to consult colleagues

The case against Malcolm Fraser, the former Prime Minister, is also still ongoing. The charges against him were dropped in 1977, and both sides were paid an estimated $175,000.
The voice of the master

From DAVID SALDERTS in Jerusalem

isman, Mr David Saloic, has a record in which the Arab leaders have been dealt with severely. He has said that the Arab leaders have not been able to understand the problems of the Jewish people and have not been able to understand the need for peace. He has also said that the Arab leaders have not been willing to understand the need for peace.

The reasons for the failure of the Middle East peace process lay in the inability of the Arab leaders to understand the problems of the Jewish people and the need for peace. The Arab leaders have not been able to understand the need for peace because they have not been able to understand the problems of the Jewish people.

The Arab leaders have not been able to understand the need for peace because they have not been able to understand the problems of the Jewish people. The Arab leaders have not been able to understand the need for peace because they have not been able to understand the problems of the Jewish people.

Square peg Ellett out of a round hole

A British Lloyd's production line... the problem is too many round pegs in square holes.

The situation of the Lloyd's production line is that there are too many round pegs in square holes. The problem is that there are too many round pegs in square holes. The situation is that there are too many round pegs in square holes.
The Ellicott resignation: All for vanity—Whitlam

The following is the text of the speech of the Leader of the Federal Opposition, Mr Whitlam, in Parliament:

"Mr Speaker, I move:

That this House, confident of the support of the Australian people, and determined to further the national interest, immediately prorogue itself, and to rise on a motion for the appointment of a Comptroller General of the Commonwealth, to be held on the 4th day of November next, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, to sit for the purpose of considering and giving effect to the matters referred to in this motion.

I have to thank the Acting Prime Minister, Mr Gorton, for the opportunity of moving this resolution, and for the advice that he has given me in the course of this discussion.

Mr Australia has been a great country to live in. We have had a great culture, a great society, and a great system of government. But today, we have a great deal to look forward to. We have a great deal to hope for. We have a great deal to work for.

I am confident that, if we act together, we can build a better Australia. I am confident that, if we act together, we can build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better Australia.

Mr Speaker, I move this resolution in the hope that we will be able to act together, and that we will be able to build a better world.
PM instructed press aide

The Prime Minister, Mr Fraser, authorised his press secretary, Mr David Murphy, to give his views about the resumption of tours.

Mr Murphy had issued a press statement, saying that he was not in a position to give his views about the resumption of tours.

Mr Murphy also said that he had been informed by the Prime Minister that he was not in a position to give his views about the resumption of tours.

Mr Murphy had been instructed to give the Prime Minister's views about the resumption of tours.

State Liberals deny Sankey links

The State Liberal Leader, Mr Sankey, had denied that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey said that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.
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Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.
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Mr Sankey had been instructed to deny that his party had any connection with the resumption of tours.

Mr Sankey had been informed by the Prime Minister that his party had no connection with the resumption of tours.
Mr Ellicott

THE MOST DIFFICULT moral choices are not between right and wrong; they are between principles of right which in particular circumstances prove to be incompatible or irreconcilable. It is this kind of collision which has precipitated Mr Ellicott's resignation from the Cabinet — for the second time on the same issue, as it now transpires, but this time finally.

The collision arises from the long drawn-out criminal proceedings, Sankey v Whitlam and others; these in their turn arose from the loans affair. However, it will be wrong to confuse the conflict between Mr Ellicott and Cabinet with the loans controversy, still more to confuse it with the supposed rights or wrongs of the Sankey prosecution. The conflict transcends its origins. It is essentially between Mr Ellicott's sense of his independent legal duty and Cabinet's sense of political propriety. It should be seen as an agonising conflict. Further: to say that Mr Ellicott has acted with integrity, as he has, is in no way to impugn Cabinet. Mr Ellicott's decision is admirable because it was taken on principle; resignations on principle are, regrettably, increasingly rare. But it does not, ipso facto, invalidate Cabinet's reasoning.

On June 3 defendants in the Sankey proceedings applied to the Crown to take over the prosecution. Mr Ellicott's case to Cabinet was that the discretion in a case of criminal proceedings was his alone, as the Government's first law officer, and must be free from political considerations. He further argued that his first duty must be to ascertain the facts so that he could properly exercise his discretion. Cabinet ruled otherwise. In its view he should exercise his discretion to end the proceedings. It further ruled that Government documents pertaining to the case should remain privileged.

The gravity of the issue raised by Mr Ellicott is obvious. He was, in his view, defending the separation of the courts and due process of law from executive decisions, from politics. "I take the view," he told Parliament, "that there is no place where the criminal law does not run, even the Executive Council; nor can any convention that a Government should not look into the affairs of a previous Government prevent inquiry for the purposes of enforcing criminal law." Cabinet's difficulty was that this particular case was, by its nature, inseparable from politics and that the appearance in it of a member of the Government, the Attorney-General, even if represented by independent counsel (as Mr Ellicott proposed), must appear to involve the Government in proceedings against the leader of the previous Government.

It is a tradition fundamental to orderly government that Governments do not use their power to ransack the affairs of their predecessors and (Mr Whitlam's word) "harass" them for political reasons. Mr Fraser and his Cabinet, accepting that a verdict against the Whitlam Government on the loans affair was delivered by the people at the last election, and that there the matter should rest, shrank from having their Government take over and conduct a private prosecution in a case inseparable from politics. Clearly they were concerned that no precedent breach of a necessary convention should be set. For them, presumably, Mr Ellicott's stand on legal principle passed beyond reason. On balance, their attitude seems wise—even though it amounts to quashing a private citizen's recourse to law.

The pity is that the affair may not end here. Mr Ellicott argues that if the facts are not ascertained so that the proceedings can be resolved, the case will continue to "plague us." It has already caused uproar in Federal and State Parliaments and raised questions about the conduct of the proceedings. Now Mr Ellicott's resignation seems likely to ensure that it will be even more strongly limelit. His successor faces unenviable decisions. At least his prompt appointment is welcome, given the sensitivity of the post.
MR ELLICOTT'S RESIGNATION

Mr Fraser's first Attorney-General, R. Ellicott, resigned yesterday describing himself as yet another victim of the loans affair. That is true.

In departing from office, however, Mr Ellicott, a prickly and principled man, indicted Prime Minister Fraser as a thoroughly cynical, morally flexible leader.

Mr Ellicott's account of the Fraser Government's involvement in the conspiracy proceedings that have been instituted against four former Labor Ministers, including Labor leader E. G. Whitlam and Justice Murphy of the High Court, thoroughly underlines the reputations of the Cabinet and the Prime Minister.

While Mr Ellicott approached the whole subject of the loans affair with a sense of righteousmness which bordered, as Mr Whitlam said yesterday, on the obsessive his colleagues appear to have seen the episode merely as a convenient route to power and a weapon to beat Labor with as it chose.

Mr Ellicott sincerely believed that the Labor men had acted illegally. By his own account to Parliament yesterday he pursued his responsibility as he saw it to ascertain the truth of his beliefs.

Yet it was Mr Fraser and not the Attorney-General who had actually had the charge of conspiracy against the Labor Government. As Mr Ellicott recalled in Parliament yesterday he had attacked the Labor Government over its lean raising activities in July 1975 in the following fashion:

"Deceit, fabrication and falsity have all appeared in the events which flowed from the decision to seek overseas funds in this illegal and unconstitutional manner. I believe there is a strong prima facie case against the Government, a case that it has deceived the Governor-General, a case that it has produced a document which is false, a case that there is a deception."

He went on: "It is a case the Government must to answer. It is a prima facie case. The question that is asked constantly is: Where is the charge. The action was unconstitutional, unlawful and based on deception. That is the charge. There is a prima facie case."

Mr Fraser endorsed the remarks. He said: "Facts now before the public raise the strong possibility that there was an illegal conspiracy to defraud and deceive."

Two years later, however, during which time the conspiracy case against the Labor men instigated by a private citizen, Mr Danby Sutley, had been continuing, proceedings reached a position where the Government of Mr Fraser was in a position to advance inquiries to a stage where evidence might have been forthcoming.

Two of the Labor men, Mr Whitlam and Mr Condon, gave Mr Ellicott permission to consult witnesses who had previously refused to assist him in determining the material facts.

These included leading public servants such as Sir Frederick Wheeler of the Treasury, Sir Lenox Hewitt, previously the Permanent Head of the Department of Minerals and Energy, and Mr John Menadue, former Head of the Prime Ministers' Department.

When Mr Ellicott took this proposal to Cabinet it refused to agree to the course of action he proposed and ordered him to take over the case and to terminate it.

In other words, Cabinet decided that it was "politically" convenient to forget about the "criminal" acts that Mr Fraser had used as the reason for refusing Supply to the Whitlam Government.

Mr Ellicott was treated ignominiously no matter how you look at it. His claim that the Attorney-General should not be subject to the veto of Cabinet in criminal proceedings goes to the root of our whole legal system.

When Mr Ellicott resisted this Cabinet approach the Government adopted the alternative and even more cynical approach of agreeing to pay the costs of the Parliamentarians while refusing to provide legal aid to the private individual who had instituted the proceedings on the strength of the public statements of Mr Ellicott and Mr Fraser.

In these circumstances the case would be left to waver on the vine. The private citizen, no matter how correct his cause and how deep his pocket, could not be expected to play the legal snakes and ladders that would be involved in such a case.

Not only was Mr Ellicott treated shabbily by his Cabinet colleagues—though perhaps one should place the whole blame on the shoulders of Mr Fraser, who imposes his will as a divine right in such matters—the strong suspicion must reside in his mind that he was played for a dupe.

At no stage did Mr Ellicott uncover sufficient evidence to sustain a case of conspiracy against any of the men before the court.

Given the immense powers that reside in the hands of the Attorney-General, given that he has access to the best legal talent in the land, given that his own Solicitor-General, the same Solicitor-General who advised the Whitlam Government, was prepared to give him evidence on the subject, it would seem strange that he could find no evidence of conspiracy that would stand up in court.

However, his own account of events suggests that he did pursue the task of investigation with diligence, only to be held in the end by his colleagues to kill the case.

No wonder he resigned.
My dear John

The Queen has now returned to me your two letters of 10th and 18th August and has been most interested to read them.

I have already made some comments on your most helpful letter of 18th August and in that letter you also reported that the problem about the Queanbeyan proceedings which was the main subject of your letter of 10th August had been resolved in the Attorney's favour.

It will be very interesting to see how matters now proceed in this affair. I can well imagine how the majority of public servants and politicians would like to see the charges of criminal conspiracy "go away." But I suppose there are plenty others who would like to see it pursued to the bitter end.

The Queen sends you both her best wishes and is grateful for your continued expressions of loyalty and devotion.

[Signature]

His Excellency the Governor-General of Australia.
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL


My dear John

First many sincere thanks to you and Lady Kerr for your kind congratulations on the great honour The Queen did me in promoting me to be a Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath. You can imagine how much pleasure it gave me! I shall look forward to welcoming you both at Eton next year.

This letter is also to thank you for yours of 18th August which at the moment is with The Queen together with your previous letter, of which I do not have the date.

I know Her Majesty will be as interested as I was to read your very clear answer to my question about what your response might be to a request from Mr. Fraser for a dissolution at the end of this year.

You have, of course, preserved the cardinal principle which is, I think, better understood in Australia than it is in Britain that Prime Ministers "request" dissolutions and do not advise that they should be granted.

From reading the daily review of the news in Australia, produced by Australia House, I gather that Mr. Lynch’s budget has been received with a great deal of criticism, on both economic and political grounds: but that is the way of politics!
You will be glad to learn that The Queen is now having a real rest after her unremitting labours of the last seven months and is in excellent health and spirits. I shall write to you again shortly when Her Majesty returns your two letters to me.

His Excellency the Governor-General of Australia.
Government House,  
Canberra. 2600  
1 September 1977

My dear Martin,

I write to inform The Queen that I returned to Australia from Manila on Monday.

May I thank Her Majesty for approving of my visit to the Philippines which was a most enjoyable experience. Those who received awards from the World Peace Through Law Center were Lord Wilberforce, who was in Manila and who was honoured for services to international law, the former Chief Justice of Japan, who after retirement returned to the Law School of Tokyo University to become Dean, and a French judge who is now a member of the Court of the E.E.C.

The Japanese former Chief Justice received the award as world scholar for his general academic career and the French judge the award as world jurist, an award given to judges. As you know from my previous letter my award was as world lawyer.

I was happy to find myself in such distinguished company but remain a little puzzled about how I came to be selected from what the World Peace Through Law refers to as "the world's million lawyers". There was no reference to the constitutional crisis in the presentation of my award.

I was the Guest of Honour at the banquet at which the awards were presented and had to make the main speech. However, as the Japanese judge spoke for twenty minutes instead of three, all of which was in unintelligible English, and as the French judge spoke for a similar period of time, despite a similar limitation, all of it in French, my task was to wake the audience up.

One interesting feature of the Manila Conference was that President Marcos in his address to the Conference accepted the opportunity to announce that he proposed to introduce certain relaxations into the system of martial law to extend an amnesty to a number of political prisoners and to abolish the curfew. It remains to be seen how much of this is window dressing but the impression exists that provided no outbreaks of violence take place the President will go some distance along the lines indicated.
In Australia the political position has changed to some extent. The latest public opinion poll shows that the Government parties have declined 2% to 41% although the Prime Minister's approval rating has increased 2% to 39%. Mr Whitlam's approval rating remains steady at 41%. The Labor Party has a rating in the current poll of 45%, and the figures are said to indicate that had an election been held in August the Labor Party would probably have won narrowly with about the same number of seats as in 1974. The poll was held after the Budget and the decline in Government support seems to have occurred after the Budget.

The Budget itself has been the subject of conflicting comment and does not appear to have had the success which was hoped for by the Government.

The uranium issue has broken out with demonstrations of force and violence including one quite nasty demonstration at the University of New South Wales when the Prime Minister attended a businessmen's dinner. The opinion polls appear to still indicate that there is a majority of people in favour of mining and exporting uranium and the Government may well believe that the uranium issue will help save it from defeat at the next elections. I attach a clipping of an article in today's "Age" by Claude Forell. As you will see he has taken up the notion of "what Sir Zelman Cowen has aptly termed the fragile consensus". I send this clipping because it is one exposition of the connections between the uranium issue and other issues. You will see from what I have said that Australian politics appears to be volatile and the question of the timing of the next election must remain extraordinarily difficult for the Government. I shall not canvass again all of the pros and cons. No further information is available to me about the Prime Minister's intentions and the truth of the matter probably is that he is keeping his options open for the time being.

Industrial relations, uranium, the Budget and the economy provide a mixture of problems which will control his judgement and will perhaps be to some extent sorted out during the next couple of months.

My wife and I have a busy schedule between now and December going the rounds in Australia and getting our personal affairs in order so that we can leave for Europe and London immediately after Sir Zelman takes over. May I thank you for the congratulations you included in your letter of 12 August and ask you to thank Her Majesty for what she said as mentioned in the same letter.
We were delighted that the visit to Northern Ireland was such a great success. I should be grateful if you would convey to The Queen the continued humble duty and loyalty which both my wife and I feel.

Yours ever

John

Lieutenant Colonel the Right Honourable
Sir Martin Charteris, G.C.B., G.C.V.O., O.B.E.,
Private Secretary to The Queen,
Buckingham Palace,
LONDON ENGLAND
Danger: uranium is political dynamite

The greatest danger to Australia of the official go-ahead for uranium mining may be one that is least discussed. It is the damage the uranium controversy could inflict on what Sir Zelman Cowen has aptly termed the fragile consensus.

Consensus — a basic agreement on underlying principles and political processes — is what holds a democratic community together.

The alternative, when significant groups will not accept the essential rules and constraints, is conflict and coercion.

We have seen how religious bigotry, class hostility and racial antagonisms have shaken the phlegmatic British nation.

We have seen how the Vietnam war, racial hatreds and youth protest have created sharp schisms in American society.

Whether such conflicts spring from a deep-seated sense of injustice and frustration is beside the point I want to make.

This is that they have been accompanied by a growing resort to violence, forcing the State to react with violence.

Australia has been relatively lucky, although Vietnam, conscription, racial discrimination, campus upheavals and the constitutional crisis of 1975 all strained the national consensus.

Uranium threatens to become an even more provocative and divisive issue, with potentially devastating consequences for the Australian community.

Foreseeing this as perhaps the major hazard to Australia I am not dismissing the intrinsic dangers of uranium mining and nuclear development.

The Fox report saw the most daunting danger as that of nuclear proliferation, widening the terrible risk of nuclear aggression, terrorism or blackmail.

Leaving Australian uranium in the ground might marginally reduce the risk but it would not seriously retard nuclear development or prevent the possibility of misuse.

Conservationists seem to be most concerned about the disposal of nuclear wastes, but many scientists are convinced that these problems can be solved.

And in a recent report to the United Nations, the International Economic Energy Agency said nuclear energy presented a smaller safety risk than many alternatives accepted in modern society.

Besides, nuclear wastes are not, as yet, Australia's direct responsibility. We are not embarking on large-scale nuclear development; we are simply offering uranium for export and this does not necessarily mean that we have to dispose of our country's waste.

Uranium mining is likely to have a profoundly disruptive impact on the local Aboriginal population and environment. This will not greatly affect the rest of the nation and will be softened to some extent by safeguards and compensation.

The pros and cons will continue to be argued, but the Government rightly or wrongly, has made its decision. The question now is how much this decision will be accepted by the Australian people and how strongly it will be resented by its opponents.

The Fraser Government, I'm sure, believes that uranium will help save it from defeat at the next elections and I suspect this calculation is correct.

The opinion polls suggest that most Australians now feel that the benefits of mining uranium outweigh the risks and that to export it under stringent conditions is more realistic than to leave it in the ground.

Not only does the Government appear to have majority opinion on its side but it has gained the immense political advantage of seeing the Labor movement internally divided by the issue and publicly out on a limb.

The cautious, critical realism of the Whitlamites, Hawkes and Keatings has been swept aside by the emotional, moralistic righteousness of the Urens and the Left.

Labor's commitment to defer new uranium projects indefinitely and refrain from any new export contracts can be represented by the Liberal-NCP coalition as unreasonable, irresponsible and contrary to the national interest.

Uranium is also a diversion to the electorate and a distraction from the issue on which the Government is highly vulnerable — the continuing recession and rising unemployment.

The Government has done little to encourage public debate about uranium. It would prefer confrontation, the more spectacular and violent the better.

There are enough groups and individuals ready to play into the Government's hands. Some are sincere conservationists and concerned citizens whose opposition to uranium is stronger than their respect for consensus.

Others are eager to seize on the uranium issue for their own sinister purposes, aimed ultimately at overthrowing the society they despise.

(The Left is not entirely united in its opposition to uranium. The pro-Moscow Socialist Party of Australia has never focused attention on the issue, possibly because the Soviet Union is a potential uranium buyer.

As with the Newport power station controversy in Victoria, the argument is likely to shift further to a more vitriolic condemnation of uranium mining.

The irony is that the Right-wing Fraser Government and Left-wing extremists have a vested interest in provoking consensus-shattering confrontation over uranium.

The Fraser Government believes that what is good for its own political survival is also good for Australia's democracy.

The Left has been accused of being duplicitous and spineless. It is not. The Left is within its own power to defuse the issue and minimize the potential damage to Australia's democratic system.

The Left has the moral high ground and the political power to do so. This power is all too often squandered. The Left has to bring its argument for stopping uranium to the public and the public to the argument.

They will have to pull their heads out of the sand and stop pretending that the exploitation of our uranium resources and the international development of nuclear energy can be reversed.

They will have to use their influence to bring Labor policy to a position more compatible with Australia's economic interests and more acceptable with majority public opinion, by insisting on slower development and stricter safeguards.

They will have to restrain or isolate the militant Left whose tactics are guaranteed to alienate most Australians, ensure the Fraser Government has a local survival and invoke harsh measures to protect the flow of uranium exports.

Unless Gough Whitlam and Bob Hawke can exert some real leadership, they and we shall all be headed for the Australian wilderness of communal conflict and fractured consensus.
Government House, Canberra. 2600

18 August 1977

My dear Martin,

We have just heard that The Queen has conferred upon you the honour of Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath. My wife and I send you our most sincere congratulations. It is a magnificent development at this stage of your service to The Queen. Early next year we should be able to find an occasion to add our personal congratulations to those in this letter.

With warmest personal good wishes

Yours ever

John

Lieutenant Colonel the Right
Honourable Sir Martin Charteris,
G.C.B., G.C.V.O., O.B.E.,
Private Secretary to The Queen,
Buckingham Palace,
LONDON ENGLAND
My dear Martin,

In this letter, I should like to go immediately to yours of 3 August and to your request for "elucidation of one point". You wonder why I would "hesitate for a moment before giving Mr Fraser a dissolution should he ask for one at the end of this year". I have in my correspondence, I believe, indicated that if Mr Fraser asks for an election at the end of this year I should almost certainly feel compelled to grant it.

The object of my previous letters has really been to show that writers who had been dubious about the exercise of the reserve powers in relation to the November crisis have been hoping to make it difficult for me to grant an early election at the Prime Minister's request by getting me to exercise them again. They would like to see him suffering from a refusal of a dissolution which they believe he may want.

Such people hope to induce me to make it "one-all" by proving or trying to prove, before I go, a kind of political neutrality.

The Labor Party itself cannot argue in this way because they deny the existence, or at least their leader does, of all discretionary or reserve powers. So it is left to the journalists to try to make it hard for me to grant a dissolution. (See attached clipping - an article by Paul Kelly in the National Times of 15 - 20 August 1977).

In my letter of 14 July I sent a clipping from Professor Sawyer in which he talked about Sir Paul's views and mine. He clearly saw that we were really talking about quite a different sort of problem, in the field of dissolution, from what is involved in the present situation in Australia. The question of "workability" of the Parliament in relation to dissolution is an important one but it is different from the questions we now face.
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
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I think I have made it clear in our correspondence that I would really have no difficulty at all in granting Mr Fraser a dissolution in December if he asks for it but I have put it in language which expresses the idea that it cannot be automatic however easy the answer may be in the end. This is important especially in Australian constitutional circumstances.

You say that the answer to your question probably lies in the Australian Constitution and in a sense this is true though basically the classic doctrines indicate what should be done.

I attach another article from yesterday's Canberra Times, by Professor Sawer which spells out some of the complexities in our local constitutional situation. I have side-lined some paragraphs which help to make this point. You will, I am sure, not want a legal treatise from me on the points made by Professor Sawer. All I need to say is that the factual and constitutional context is not yet entirely clear. If, however, the distribution position is established at the time Mr Fraser makes a request, should he do so, I have no doubt he will be entitled to what he wants. But even in this correspondence I feel that I should not indicate a concluded opinion, nor shall I reach one until all the circumstances as to redistribution are incontrovertible.

Certainly I shall not allow myself to be hemmed in by broad remarks of mine or Sir Paul's, not applicable to the actual problem which could arise, but intended, as Professor Sawer recognised, to deal with an entirely different parliamentary situation.

Under the ordinary "Westminster" scheme Mr Fraser would be entitled to go to the people in December and I will certainly not stop him unless some special Australian problem prevents it, which seems unlikely.

The questions are (i) will everything be ready to make it possible for him to ask for an election and (ii) will he do it? As to (i) the answer is probably yes. As to (ii) the budget brought down yesterday has been interpreted by some as being an "election" Budget.

It has radically reformed taxation laws so as to reduce tax and to be attractive electorally but there are other elements, such as the inevitable increase in petrol prices resulting from a gradual upgrading of our own crude oil prices to world parity levels, which could run the other way. The Canberra Times today had an editorial about the Budget which was

.../3
headed "Ready-Made for a Poll" - though the small print was more equivocal.

The broad character of the Budget seems to be based on a "more of the same" policy. Unemployment is not directly tackled. Inflation is still the main enemy. Public expenditure is to be kept within the same sort of control and the emphasis is upon letting people have more say about how they will spend their own money. I shall not attempt a more subtle summary.

The tax concessions, which are quite radical both in producing a reduction in tax and in reforming the tax system, do not operate until 1 February. A question is - is this a carrot for a December election? In such an election such a policy would make it difficult for the Labor Party to write a more attractive policy speech. This tax reform and reduction is a commitment of the Government which will become law, in the Budget Session, and could be lost by a change of Government.

Or is it a carrot for a May election? Is it saying - if you like this, and want to keep it, vote for us in May? We shall see.

The problem about the Queanbeyan proceedings seems to have resolved itself in the Attorney's favour. The proceedings will not be taken over by him but the defendant's costs will be paid. We shall also see how this develops.

Please assure Her Majesty that my wife and I look forward to our arrival in London in retirement and of our continued deep loyalty and humble duty which we hope to reaffirm personally next year.

With warmest regards

Yours ever

John

P.S. I am still unaware of the Prime Minister's actual intentions as to a December election.

JRK

Lieutenant Colonel the Right Honourable Sir Martin Charteris, G.C.B., G.C.V.O., O.B.E., Private Secretary to The Queen, Buckingham Palace, LONDON ENGLAND
ANY early general election this year must spark another row over the actions of the Governor-General, Sir John Kerr.

The background to an early election controversy is already well established, resting on two main factors. They are: first, Sir John's past public statements that a Governor-General cannot grant an early election just for the political convenience of the Prime Minister and, second, the recent reports that Sir John is interested in a Government consultancy when he retires.

Sir John told the Indian Law Institute on February 28, 1973: "Sometimes the situation arises in which a Prime Minister may seek to have Parliament dissolved before its constitutional term has expired. It is, of course, not sufficient for him to seek a dissolution of Parliament simply because he would like to have an election long before it is due..."

"The essential question is whether the Governor-General can be satisfied that Parliament has in fact become unworkable."

There has to be a House of Representatives election before February 1979 and a Senate election before July 1, 1978. Although the most likely time for an election is still next year, there are people in the Government encouraging speculation about an early election. Any House of Representatives poll this year would require Sir John to grant Malcolm Fraser a dissolution "because he would like to have an election long before it is due" - obviously for political gain - the circumstances in which Sir John has said a dissolution cannot be given.

Sir John may or may not now hold this view. If he has changed his mind, he is stuck with his previous speech. He would also be stuck with the fact that he has already used the Vice-Regal powers once to sack a Government a far more severe act than refusing a dissolution.

Malcolm Fraser is supremely confident that he can hold the election whenever he chooses. Sir John has already announced his retirement from the post, effective in December. While this might make him reluctant to become involved in another controversy, it could always encourage him, on the grounds that he had nothing to lose.

There is speculation that senior ministers recently debated among themselves a suggestion that Sir John might take up a legal consultancy with the Government after retirement.

This is an extraordinary proposal.

It could compromise the Governor-General, whose powers over the Government are immense and who regularly avoids to executive and legislative decisions.

In short, Malcolm Fraser may find himself seeking a dissolution from a Governor-General about whom it has been suggested the Government might offer a consultancy on retirement.

Mr Fraser, no great admirer of Sir John's, will almost certainly bury this idea. But it will further ensure that the very granting of any early election becomes highly contentious. None of this offers any joy for the Labor Party.

It would be totally untenable for Labor to argue that Sir John should use his powers to delay any election. Moreover, any revival of controversy surrounding Sir John is only likely to hurt the party while Gough Whitlam stays leader.
Some legal posers for PM over early election

By GEOFFREY SAWER

ONCE again, there is talk of an October-November general election for the Reps, which can and almost certainly would be accompanied by a half-election for the Senate.

The speculation appears to be based mainly on the element of electioneering evident in the recent sustained union bashing, and on a view that the budget cannot or at least will not reduce unemployment; economists, including some who are not obviously partisan, think unemployment may well get worse next year.

Chairman Mal's advisers may think that a slogan in November such as "Let us finish the job" will be more persuasive than the same slogan six months or a year after, and that a slogan "We've beaten the depression" isn't likely to be credible at any time between now and 1979.

The union-bashing talk can be explained on other grounds than election fever; it has come mainly from the Country Party, and may be due to the attempts of various leaders and factions in that party to assert themselves against both internal rivals and the Libs.

Redistribution

However, there is one bit of hard news which at least makes the early election talk a bit more credible than similar talk seemed to me some weeks ago. This is the news that the Electoral Commissioners have been making very rapid progress in bringing out their recommendations for redistribution of Rep constituencies, so that it is now possible, though not certain, that the redistribution can be brought into effect in time for a November election.

The main surviving difficulties so far as the commissioners are concerned arise in NSW and Victoria, since those States are losing seats and this inevitably produces masses of objections from all parties to any scheme which the commissioners put forward.

In the past half-century, the chief obstacle to adoption of redistribution proposals has not been at the stage of hearings before Commissioners: it has been obstruction in Parliament, where either House can gloss over the Commissioners' proposals in respect of any State. At the present time, it is possible that an alliance of Fraser and Labor members would put the redistribution proposals through pretty smartly, against Country Party and perhaps some "Country-Lib" opposition.

The Country members would regard it as an uneasy alliance against them. Their principal complaint, however, is not the detail of the proposed redistributions but the circumstances that they have been carried out on a 10 per cent variation from the quota introduced by the Whitlam Government, instead of the 15 per cent variation which was previously adopted and which enabled the Country Party to retain rural constituencies with electoral populations much smaller than those of the largest urban divisions.

It is equally possible that having failed to persuade the Libs to amend the 10 per cent variation provision, the farmers will accept the redistribution last worse befall them.

That worse is the possibility of an election "at large", i.e., with the whole of a State as a single electorate.

Some time ago I discussed in this column the rather intricate provisions of the Constitution, s.29, and of the Representation Amendment and Commonwealth Electoral Amendment Acts of this year which create the "election at large" possibility. I mentioned the apparent view of the Fraser Government that an election at large could not in fact be carried out, because the Acts just mentioned don't apply the provisions by which such an election would be conducted.

I also mentioned the possibility that the Government had been on this point, because there is an arguable case for the view that in the absence of any statutory scheme for carrying out an election at large, the Commonwealth Chief Electoral Officer must be regarded as having implied power to devise a suitable scheme himself.

If this argument depended only on the provisions of the Constitution and the High Court's decision in the McKinnon electoral case of 1975, it might be more doubtful. In addition, however, Parliament seems to have expressed in the amending Representation and Electoral Acts of 1977 — Sections 9 and 11 respectively — a very firm rule for at least the next elections after those Acts were passed — that in the election we are now considering, an election at large is illegal.

The rule is that whether this election is an "ordinary" general election towards the end of an ordinary three-year term of the House of Representatives, or is an abnormal "snap" election much earlier than that three-year term (as an election in October-November would be), either it must be on redistributed boundaries or it must be an "election at large".

An attempt to hold an election in October-November on existing boundaries, the areas which applied at the 1973 election, would be in a most positive sense illegal.

Which brings us to the Governor-General. I have expressed and reiterated to the view that the G-G is most unlikely to refuse Mr Fraser a dissolution merely because it would be a year earlier than "normal".

The provisions and "conventions" on this matter overwhelmingly support the right of a Prime Minister with a large majority to obtain such a dissolution for the sort of reasons which Mr Fraser can advance at this stage of the Parliament.

But the Governor-General might well raise questions if the result of a dissolution this year would be an election flatly in breach of general constitutional requirements and of two Acts of Parliament.

If there's anything reasonably clear about this whole business of the "reserve powers", it is that they can be exercised so as to prevent the occurrence of some large scale governmental illegality for which there is no readily available remedy in the ordinary courts.

On present practice, it would be difficult to obtain a judicial remedy to prevent the dissolution of Parliament and consequential general election, because of the time factors involve dissolutions are always proclaimed on the day they are carried out, and it may then be difficult to obtain orders from the High Court, and impossible to obtain amending legislation, which a High Court decision might necessitate, in time to affect the consequent election.

Faced with this legal jungle, a G-G might well refuse a dissolution until the redistribution now under way is completed and in force.

If he did so and published his reasons, Mr Fraser would — remembering November 1975 — be hard put to it to justify resigning in disgust, or accelerating the ascension of Sir Zelman Cowan, or procuring the appointment of someone who accepts the "outside Whig" view of the G-G's functions.

It seems likely that whatever other factors apply, there will be redeposition until the redistribution is in force.
My dear Martin

I write first to express the most sincere hope that The Queen's visit to Northern Ireland will not confront her, her family and others with any distressing experiences. Our papers are full of stories but one knows that great care, effort and bravery is involved in handling such a situation. We shall be anxious until it is over and great in our admiration, as always, of Her Majesty.

There are a few points.

First a rather awkward problem presented itself late last week. The Prime Minister rang me to tell me of a possible crisis. It has to do with the prosecution of Mr Whitlam and three other former Cabinet Ministers for criminal conspiracy in relation to the loans affair of 1974-5 in the Queanbeyan Magistrate's Court - the private prosecution I have previously mentioned.

During the loans crisis in 1975 a considerable number of documents which might normally have been the subject of Crown privilege were tabled in Parliament by the Whitlam Government and thus became public. Later when the private prosecution was launched the prosecutor sought to tender those documents in support of his case. He sought also to call officials to give oral evidence.

The Crown claimed privilege for everything except the documents which had been published, taking the view that it would not be right to claim privilege for documents that anyone could read and had been widely publicised in the press. Just before the Prime Minister left for the United Kingdom for the Jubilee celebrations, Cabinet decided to reverse its previous decision that it would not claim privilege for the documents. This would have involved a public reversal of the stand on the documents taken up till then by the Crown in court. The Attorney-General threatened to resign on the issue but a crisis was then avoided by an agreement to have Cabinet reconsider the matter after the return of everyone from overseas.
Later Mr Whitlam, Dr Cairns and Mr Connor asked that the Attorney-General take over the proceedings obviously with a view to terminating them on the ground of lack of evidence and substance in the case. This the Attorney-General was not prepared to do without thorough investigation which would have involved conferences with all the officials involved in advising Ministers prior to the Executive Council decision on the Arab Loan made on 13 December 1974. He felt that he could not decide to take a private prosecution out of the hands of the prosecutor without such an investigation.

The Attorney by taking this stand ran head on into the principle that Governments are not entitled to be given knowledge about the deliberations of and advice given to their predecessors in Government. The Attorney argued that this principle must give way to the investigation of a possible crime. Last week he was rebuffed on this request for the right to interview officials by a decision of Cabinet supported by the Prime Minister.

He threatened to resign again especially as he believed, apparently, that if Crown privilege were to be claimed on the documents and he were to be directed to take the case over and if he were not permitted to interview officials this would inevitably produce a situation in which lack of evidence would force a withdrawal of the prosecution. He took the view that Cabinet was intruding into his quasi-judicial area.

It is often difficult for Cabinet Ministers to concede that the Attorney is in a different position from them. The principle of collective responsibility of Cabinet applies of course to all political matters but the Attorney-General takes the view that decisions made or to be made in the administration of the criminal law cannot be politically determined or controlled.

In a nutshell it seems that Cabinet wishes to protect Crown privilege to the limit, subject to decisions of the Courts; protect the principle about advice to previous governments being sacrosanct; and probably to get rid of the prosecution. The Attorney objects to his own discretion in relation to the criminal law being made the subject of direction.

Then another development occurred. Mr Justice Murphy the fourth Minister involved in the Executive Council Loans Meeting wrote in the last few days to the Attorney strongly objecting to him taking over the prosecution thus taking a different fundamental position from the other three defendants. This may enable both parties in the Cabinet dispute to resolve the matter by leaving the prosecution in private hands. If this happens the prosecutor may still object to privilege being allowed and the Crown, if the Attorney accepts Cabinet's decision on privilege, will claim privilege. The Courts will decide.
3.

The Attorney could then, I believe, stay in office without problems of conscience on constitutional grounds. It is probably for the Government rather than the Attorney to decide whether privilege should be claimed. Whatever the Magistrate decides can go on appeal. It is the other points, rather than on the claim of privilege, on which the Attorney at this stage feels strongly - namely (1) a direction which could be given that he must take over the prosecution, (2) that he should do so without investigating what happened by conferring with officials and (3) that in the absence of evidence he should withdraw the prosecution when he has not been able properly to investigate the facts.

If the Attorney takes over under direction, or some new Attorney does so, the evidence would not be presented in the first place. The Crown would not have to claim privilege or submit the evidence, whatever it is, to the Court. It could simply decide itself that the material was privileged and therefore not to submit it, in which event there would be no evidence and no privilege point to be decided by the Courts.

The public servants and most politicians would I think like to be rid of the whole matter of a charge of criminal conspiracy against four former Cabinet members arising out of an Executive Council Meeting, but the Attorney does not agree that he can be directed to close the prosecution down without investigation.

One question is whether he will in the last resort, if Cabinet stands firm, resign or be forced to go.

I incline to the view, at the moment, that the crisis will pass and the prosecution will remain in private hands.

One element in its resolution is I suppose the impact of the whole matter of a resignation, at this time, on election strategy. It still seems possible that I may be asked for a December election and evidence before them of such a split may not be helpful to the Government.

Another Minister, Mr Sinclair, is in some trouble with the press for alleging that British shop steward immigrants have imported the "British disease" into Australia. He has run into serious criticism for "racism" but this will not, I think, build up to a serious problem. He is Deputy Leader of the National Party under Mr Anthony. The British High Commissioner has been drawn into the discussion.

Things are in other respects quiet and we await the return of the Parliament and the Budget.
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Please assure Her Majesty of our loyalty and humble good wishes for her visit to Northern Ireland and in all other respects.

Yours ever,

John

Lieutenant Colonel the Right Honourable
Sir Martin Charteris, G.C.V.O., K.C.B., O.B.E.,
Private Secretary to The Queen,
Buckingham Palace,
LONDON ENGLAND

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
Thank you very much indeed for your letter of 28th July which I have laid before The Queen and which Her Majesty was very pleased to receive.

Her Majesty was most interested to read what you had to say about the uranium issue which is clearly an extremely hot potato for the Government to handle. It compares with the problem which is going to face the Government here over exorbitant demands for rises in pay by various Unions: this is still likely to come to a head with us in October. I do not think however that it will tempt the British Government to ask for a dissolution and go to the country.

I naturally hope that you will not be faced with another constitutional crisis during the last months of your time at Government House.

In this regard I should be most grateful to you for elucidation of one point. The present British Government is, relatively, about the same way through its constitutional period of office as is the Australian Government. If Mr. Callaghan were to ask The Queen for a dissolution at any time from now on, I do not think that Her Majesty would hesitate for a moment before giving it to him. The point about which I am unclear is why you should have any hesitation in giving Mr. Fraser a dissolution should he ask you for one at the end of this year. I am of course not sufficiently familiar with the Australian constitution wherein no doubt the answer to my question lies, but I should be most grateful for enlightenment.
Sir Paul Hasluck called on me the day before yesterday at the end of his visit to the United Kingdom. He seems to have had a most agreeable time and, I think, goes back to Australia much refreshed by his visit to the United Kingdom.

His Excellency
the Governor-General of Australia.
BUCKINGHAM PALACE

PERSONAL AND
CONFIDENTIAL

My dear John

Many thanks for your letter of 19th July. The Queen was as pleased as I was to learn that you are feeling free and happy about the future now that the news of your resignation is in the open.

It is also good news that the Australian Government will provide you with an element of "infrastructure" (I believe this is the proper "jargon" word) when you are in London. I am also glad that there are other positive developments in respect of your future.

Thank you for sending the various newspaper reports and editorials dealing with your resignation. I am glad that you are happy with the way the news was taken.

You will, of course, let me know when you expect to arrive in London, but I can understand that developments over the next election will leave this in doubt for some time yet.

The Queen thanks you for your message and sends you both her good wishes.

 yours ever 

[Signature]

His Excellency the Governor-General of Australia.
21st July, 1977

My dear John,

Thank you very much for your letter of 14th July and its enclosures which I have laid before The Queen and which Her Majesty has read with interest and also with full understanding of what your feelings must have been on the day on which you signed the letter.

I can only express the hope that once your decision was made public, you will both have experienced some sense of relief and that you will receive the credit that I believe is your due for the honourable course you have taken. That is certainly the hope of your many friends in this house.

I was of course extremely interested to read Sir Zelman Cowen's updated chapter from the book "Australia and the Monarchy". There will undoubtedly be comment when it is published, but it seems to me to be well reasoned and well balanced and his views, as you say, "produce no need for concern".

Incidentally it is interesting that no commentator as far as I know forecast that Sir Zelman would be appointed to succeed you. That was a well kept secret!

I naturally hope you will not be faced with a difficult constitutional decision at the end of the year of a request for a dissolution. As Lord Balfour said "No constitution can subsist on a diet of dissolution" and obviously irresponsible requests should be resisted if not necessarily refused.
From a practical point of view, I think Geoffrey Sawer puts his finger on the political problem in his second but last paragraph! A Governor-General; or a Sovereign; who refuses a dissolution has to weigh the political consequences of his action with great care as the unfortunate Byng learnt to his cost in Canada.

I was not surprised to read in your letter that it is false to suggest that you intend to publish anything this year, as this was what you made clear to me in HMY BRITANIA at Fremantle. I should naturally be most interested to learn what plans, if any, you have for publication of your memoirs at any time.

The Queen sends you both her best wishes.

His Excellency the Governor-General of Australia.
The uranium issue is probably going to become very important by September/October. The Prime Minister has made a big thing of this in America and Europe and the energy policy of the President of the United States, together with European desire to have access to Australian uranium has led the Prime Minister, as I understand the position, to want an early resolution of our uranium mining policy. The National (former Country) Party under Mr Anthony appears to want an early decision to mine and export. A decision will probably be made in August or September.

The Labor Party has hardened its policy on uranium. Before the Perth Conference of the Party its policy was to agree to the export of uranium under contracts made before 1972. At Perth it decided to reverse this policy and to oppose all exports for two years - the two year "moratorium". If the Government decides, with safeguards, to mine and export, in stages, from our uranium store, this would create a clash of policies. We have, in the Alligator River area of the Northern Territory, what is probably the biggest single store of uranium in the world. If we could mine and export from this and other reserves, without internal troubles, this would probably have a big positive influence on our economy during the next, say, ten years.

The Government has appointed a special Minister to handle our trade relations with the E.E.C. He is Mr Howard, the former Minister for Business and Consumer Affairs, who has been replaced by Mr Fife to leave him free for his new task which will, if we decide to mine and export uranium, involve bargaining to obtain other trade with the E.E.C. in return for uranium. The decision to mine and export is a difficult one to make and to carry out. There are a number of reasons for this.

Public opinion, as registered by the Gallup polls seems to be in favour of such a policy but support has been falling from month to month. The pressures upon the Government to settle the policy during the next couple of months are very strong and they are by no means all external. Companies operating here in the uranium field and many other persons and institutions of influence
want to get an early decision. Mining and export, in our unemployment situation, would be a job-creating exercise and some unions are in favour of such a policy but the militant unions are against it.

The Federal Conference of the A.C.T.U. which will take place in September has to decide its policy and the question is - will the A.C.T.U. follow the hard line policy against mining and exporting adopted by the Labor Party? It is not certain that it will, because of the "jobs" issue, but it may. Mr Hawke is thought to be likely to pursue a policy of compromise.

If the A.C.T.U. comes down with a policy along the same lines as the A.L.P. there almost certainly will be a serious confrontation between the unions and the Government. Even if it does not, the same situation could result from a firm dissident policy by the militant unions.

The uranium issue, as an issue likely to strain the "fragile consensus" (to use a phrase of my distinguished successor-to-be, the Governor-General designate) in the country is a serious one. It could well come to a head by October, both as a result of Government and A.L.P./Union clashing policies, with the A.L.P. deeply involved.

This would be bad enough if it did not involve questions about when the next election should be held, but it does. There are strong elements of the opinion that the Government should accept the likely confrontation on this issue as providing a good context within which to fight a very early election.

Turning to the election issue the only real options open to the Government are an election for both Houses simultaneously in May 1978 or during December this year. The best prospects for a Government victory, with losses of seats, is thought by many on the conservative side to be an election for both Houses this year - or so the gossip runs.

This depends in part on how hard the Budget will be, but in any event many of the conservative forces believe, as far as I can gather, that a December election will be best for them. Inflation may in December be down to some extent and unemployment, though bad, will undoubtedly be much worse by next May. The economy as a whole will not be in good shape, on the contrary, by then.

An early December election in an atmosphere of industrial confrontation produced by the uranium issue is thought by some to be the best option open to the Government. The A.L.P., on the other hand, would probably prefer an election for both Houses in May rather than this December.
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What I have so far said is based upon impressions gained from various sources, including my interpretation of the informed press.

I was told by those interested in the "Kerr" security issue well before The Queen's visit that the "Kerr" issue, as a serious cause of street demonstrations, would be dead before she came and that that visit would produce no real security risks but that the next big "demonstration" problem would be that about uranium later this year. I was also told that it could approach proportions nearer in magnitude to the Vietnam issue because of its potential mass appeal.

The position could be that both some conservatives and left-wing unions could want confrontation, the former for supposed electoral advantage, the latter for the usual reasons - weakening the economy and breaking down further "the fragile consensus".

Polls appear to show that amongst voters the unions and political union action are not popular. The uranium argument is explosive because all kinds of people, otherwise non-political or political on different issues, e.g. aboriginal issues, general environmental issues, republicanism, and so on, can be joined up with those who are simply worried and frightened about nuclear matters and made into a large force. Furthermore the issue could become a running sore and be with us for years. The big question is whether the people will ultimately line up for jobs and a strengthened economy or for idealistic moral disapproval.

It could therefore be that all of this could bring about a request for an election for both Houses in December by which time the redistribution problems would probably be solved.

I do not know how this will all fall out but, if such an election is asked for and granted, it will have to be by me and, in a confrontation atmosphere, it will be alleged that in fact I always exercise my discretion, the existence of which is denied by the same people who would want me to refuse an election, in favour of the conservative interests, a decision, if in favour of an election, could well revive controversies associated with myself. The basic issues will be much more important but a "Kerr" frill to them could be added.

If a decision about such an election has to be faced up to, I hope and believe it will not arise until after His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales has been and gone.

.../4
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In a speech yesterday the Prime Minister in a pointed way appeared to indicate that an early election is unlikely but this could have been only a tactical kind of remark to put people off their guard. He had not revealed to me his real intentions, if he has formed any.

Please assure Her Majesty of the continued loyalty and humble duty of my wife and myself.

Yours ever,

John.

Lieutenant Colonel the Right Honourable
Sir Martin Charteris, G.C.V.O., K.C.B., O.B.E.,
Private Secretary to The Queen,
Buckingham Palace,
LONDON ENGLAND
26th July 1977

I have sent a typist ready to hand in Sydney at the moment. They might be anxious to send a letter of deep appreciation, gratitude and loyalty to the Queen and to COE and tonight's bag, I have to ask you to become a short hand written note. Her letter which she wanted to address to her Majesty is enclosed. Please deal with it in whatever way you prefer to do whatever details.

Do two other things only in this letter -

(1) Send your original paper of Dr. Zelman Cavan's - a learned one I believe. Delivered last year. Its last chapter (3½ pages) touches upon our great crisis.

(2) An editorial from today's Financial Review about the "coming" election. More voluminous reporting - especially on premium...
SOMEONE who did not like generals once commented unkindly that armies were always well prepared to fight the last war. When I learned of Mr Fraser’s choice of Governor-General, I had a similar feeling about politicians.

If the published conjectures have some force to them, then the reasoning behind the Cowen appointment went like this. The standing of the Governor-General was in some danger because of the events at the end of 1975 in which Sir John Kerr was involved. His resignation would help to soothe those who still harboured grudges about November 1975, but Kerr’s successor would have to be above party politics in order for that happy state to continue. So that ruled out former Liberal politicians.

Sir John Kerr’s former occupation ruled out judges. And perhaps the absence of distinguished generals, admirals and air vice-marshal (it being a long time since we had a war hero) ruled them out.

By DON AITKIN

maybe it was thought that the military had the wrong associations — the coup in Pakistan occurred almost simultaneously.

Who was left, after all these preclusions? Well, Bob Hawke, and vice-chancellors. Vice-chancellors sound all right: they are usually pretty distinguished academicians, and in non-Labor States, they often get to be Sirs. If they survive their gruelling job, they are good health bets (one English vice-chancellor described his job as “being King John, with a lot of rebellious barons who are constantly trying to make you sign Magna Carta” — the barons were the professors).

Sir Zelman has been vice-chancellor of two universities; the students of his first campus, New England, christened him “Big Z,” not without affection. He is also a noted constitutional lawyer, who, on record as saying that the powers of the Governor-General ought to be codified. He is not known to be a partisan of any political party. What more could you ask, you ask.

Well, he would be a good choice if the Prime Minister’s analysis of the situation (if it was as outlined above) were a good one. Alas, I think it is fundamentally wrong. What is more, it is possible that Mr Fraser has been so preoccupied with one aspect of the Kerr Governor-Generalship that he has forgotten some much more important ones, those on which Mr Whitlam would be happy to enlighten him.

First, the situation. It is beyond question that very many Australians were disgruntled in November 1975, and the choice of this Governor-General responsible for the whole business. The resignation of Sir John Kerr will have cheered them no end. They would regain their grumbliness completely, however, only through the abrupt and miraculous departure of the Fraser Government. The question of who should replace Sir John Kerr would be for them quite a subordinate issue, and of no real importance.

There are no statistics I can bring forward to support this view. But equally there is no evidence that I am aware of that suggests that Australians have ever taken a deep interest in the office of Governor-General, or in the person who fills it.

Even the animus against Sir John Kerr after the sacking of the Whitlam Government is weak evidence: a very great deal of it, it seems to me, was partisan in origin, and uninformed. He had been put in by a Labor Government, and had ridden on its mutes; or he had allowed an election at a bad time for the party.

The sophisticated argument of political scientists and lawyers — that Sir John, by involving the office in the most basic political question of who should rule, was undermining the status of the office — has not been taken up by the people. Their discussion has been mostly at the level of good old batters.

If this analysis is correct, then Mr Fraser could have spared himself a lot of mental sweat: if Sir John Kerr resigned before the end of his term, Australian politics would have dropped a degree or two in temperature — and that’s all one could reasonably expect of his successor, he could have proceeded without an eye cocked for imaginary storms.

After all, what does a government want from a Governor-General? A good public front, amenability to the wishes of the Government, and no fusses — that’s about the end of it. And where are you most likely to find those qualities? First answer: among former politicians of your own party, especially those who never made the top job. Second answer: among senior military, naval and air officers, who are used to taking orders from politicians and not bleaching publicly.

And who is the last person you would want? Well, first, someone who is energetic and ambitious. Second, someone who has no first-hand experience of national politics in government and Parliament (and will not, as a result, know the ropes, know how politicians behave). Third, someone who has built an independent career, and learned in it to trust his own judgment.

Sir John Kerr answered that description. So too does Zelman Cowen. And what makes his appointment so puzzling, given all Labor’s agonies after the event about the Kerr appointment, is that Mr Fraser’s easy times have gone. His parliamentary situation could become as precarious, at least in the Senate, as Mr Whitlam’s was in 1975. He would not enjoy at all having to govern with the consent of Senator Chipp and his mates, assuming that they are in sufficient number.

And it is in such situations, as we have seen, that the mood and character of a Governor-General become extremely important. If I were Mr Fraser in such a position I would go for someone like Sir Alexander Downer, an impeccable Liberal from the Menzies era, or unknown Admiral Sir Thing.

The first would know the game, and be predictable, while the second, however anxious he became about what was happening, would never try his hand at a little constitutional interpretation. But a clever, resourceful and independent constitutional lawyer... never!

I don’t want to be misunderstood. Sir Zelman Cowen’s qualifications for the job are not in question. In fact, since the universities seem in some danger of falling on evil days, his appointment is one up for us. But I hope, for the Governor-General-designate’s sake, that he has an uneventful term of office.

*Dr Aitken is professor of politics at Macquarie University, Sydney.
LOOK, SIR JOHN, FRASER’S GONE KITE FLYING

Flying kites is an old political play. But it can also be a dangerous one.

Prime Minister Fraser’s office is now paying the price in political embarrassment over the incident of Justice Fox’s cables back to the Prime Minister from his world tour.

After several newspapers had carried reports that the head of the Ranger inquiry had adopted a more pro-uranium mining and export stance in his messages to Mr. Fraser than he and his fellow commissioners had in their report, Justice Fox let it be known that he was horrified that such a twist had been given to his words.

Reports at the weekend have sourced these original reports back to Mr. Fraser’s office. This will no doubt provide the anti-uranium lobby with some ammunition.

Unperturbed, the Prime Minister’s office is at it again, this time flying the kite that a general election is likely later this year, possibly in October.

Mr. Fraser must hold a half Senate election before the middle of next year and a House of Representatives election before early 1979.

The Prime Minister obviously does not want a half Senate election by itself (look what happened to the Liberals when Harold Holt did this in 1967) but has failed in his attempt to amend the Constitution to make simultaneous elections compulsory, thus averting a half Senate by mid next year.

So if Mr. Fraser is to have a simultaneous election (and it seems generally agreed that this is the wisest course for him) it must be held some time before next June.

The Prime Minister’s election quandary is complicated by the redistribution question. The result of two High Court cases in recent years means that NSW loses two seats, Victoria one and South Australia one, while Queensland gains one seat.

If the Prime Minister plumps for an election on the old boundaries there is a distinct possibility that it will successfully be challenged in the courts.

Mr. Fraser could, of course, push through legislation enabling elections at large (that is, on Statewide boundaries) in the four States whose representation is to change, but this is cumbersome and is considered unlikely.

The alternative is to wait the current redistribution, which will implement the court decisions.

The mechanics of a redistribution are such that it is almost impossible for any election to be held by October. The earliest date thought likely for an election on new boundaries is November, and late November at that.

A November-December general election would obviously be attractive to Mr. Fraser. November is the year’s seasonal unemployment low. School leavers do not flood on to the unemployment rolls until mid December.

While the ALP is keen to fight the next election on unemployment and the economy, Mr. Fraser is not.

A November-December election would be the best opportunity for Mr. Fraser to “hide” the unemployment issue while concentrating on his own favourite election topic, uranium.

But a November election involves some delicate problems for Mr. Fraser, and these are obviously behind the current kite-flying exercise.

First, the Liberal Party is apparently not keen on the idea, and, second, Mr. Fraser will have to ask Sir John Kerr’s permission.

Mr. Fraser can point to precedents when other Governors-General have granted a Prime Minister an early House of Representatives election (Sir Robert Menzies got one in 1963) but there is always the possibility that Sir John could say no.

Sir John takes a far more expansive view of the powers of the Governor-General and may not feel at all inclined to grant an early election to a Prime Minister who enjoys large majorities in both Chambers.

Another factor gnawing away at the Prime Minister is that the Liberal Party is trying to talk him out of any poll at all this year.

Certainly the party would not like a half Senate election and feels that the best time for a simultaneous Senate and House election would be next May.

There would then be a new G-G and the March quarter CPI, if it follows its usual pattern, should be low, thus giving the Government credit for inflation control and room perhaps even to expand the deficit.

But unemployment will be very high next April-May, and, coupled with the seasonal tax squeeze on liquidity, this could play right into the Opposition’s hands.

The inspired leaks now being reported by some newspapers direct from the Prime Minister’s office suggest that the Liberal Party should start to look to a slogan for an early election, and that Sir John Kerr should brush up on his constitutional expertise.
Government House, Canberra. 2600
19 July 1977

This is a short letter to say that my wife and I, the news having now been announced, are feeling free and happy about the future. We intend to live in London for a period not yet decided upon. I shall there be provided with an office suite, a secretary and transport. This is done in Australia for Australian Governors-General living in this country. It will be done for me in London. It is not meant to be a precedent for the future for others, whose situation may be different, but it is accepted that, having regard to the present circumstances and my desire to spend the early part of my retirement from the Governor-Generalship in London, this justifies giving me there the conditions which I would have in Australia.

There are some other developments which are, I believe, certain for the future. They run along the diplomatic lines I have already discussed with you but they will not take place for the time being, and I shall in a later letter be able to give you more reasons why this is so. As you can well understand from my earlier letters we are in some doubt about the way in which the plans for the next election will emerge and this could have an effect on my own plans.

I was very happy about the way in which the press received the announcement of my resignation and the intended appointment of Sir Zelman Cowen. I enclose a copy of the editorial from the "Sydney Morning Herald" of 15 July as well as editorials from the "Financial Review" and "The Age". I also send you a copy of an article from last Sunday's "National Times". These do not, of course, give you a full picture of the reaction of the press of Australia but for what they are worth I let you have them. There are many other things that I could mention but I am writing at the last minute to catch today's bag.
Thank you very much for your most recent letter to me. It was in answer to my letter of 5 July. The correspondence is locked away in the safe and if I am to get this note off to you I have to do it immediately without checking back on our previous correspondence.

I look forward to spending some time in London with my wife. We shall get some accommodation there and she will be able to commute between London and Paris when she feels like it.

Please assure Her Majesty of our continued humble duty and loyalty which, of course, we hope to be able to extend to her personally at some convenient time after our arrival in London.

Lieutenant Colonel the Right Honourable Sir Martin Charteris, G.C.V.O., K.C.B., O.B.E.,
Private Secretary to The Queen,
Buckingham Palace,
LONDON ENGLAND
A HARD ACT TO FOLLOW AT YARRALULAMA

Sir John Kerr's successor as Governor-General, Sir Zelman Cowen, is going to be fairly quickly exposed to the heat of the political kitchen.

He is going to be asked to do something which will involve him in a question of constitutional delicacy and at the same time raise questions about the non-partisan nature of the office.

Prime Minister Fraser wants an early general election, one timed to coincide with the half Senate election.

Such an election can be held only if approved by the Governor-General.

If Mr Fraser does not get his early general election then he faces the near certainty of losing control of the Senate in a half Senate election. While nothing is absolutely predictable in politics the method of election to the Senate, recent past history and the existence of a quite sophisticated market research system within Australia mean that one can talk with much more assurance about the outcome of a half Senate election than just about any other election held in the country.

Rival public opinion polls have indicated that the breakaway Don Chipp and his new party have captured sufficient support to ensure that at a half Senate election they would pick up the fifth seat in enough States to give them the balance of power in the Senate.

Empirical election experience tells us that if there were to be a full general election the Chipp party would be dramatically reduced, probably annihilated.

In terms of election timing the best possible period for Mr Fraser to go to the polls is late November-early December.

Strong seasonal factors favour the party in power at that time. It is in climatic terms the time of rising expectations. The weather is warming up, Christmas and holidays are around the corner.

The favourable features of the August Budget — assuming there are any, and it is within the power of the Government of the day to plant them — are still fresh in the mind.

The industrial tempo is running at its highest level of the year in preparation for the December-January shut-down. Farmers are getting their first advance wheat cheques. The December Consumer Price Index figure, usually the highest of the year, has not been released.

And most importantly of all the figures for registered unemployed are going to be the lowest they will be for another six months.

But a general election in November cuts short the term of the House of Representatives by a full year. Even a May general election could be construed as giving a decided advantage to Mr Fraser.

In legal constitutional terms there is nothing to stop the Governor-General from giving the Prime Minister an early election if he asks for it.

In terms of political considerations about constitutional propriety the Governor-General faces a dilemma. The Senate is a State House and the States have, through the medium of a recent referendum, demonstrated that they are not wedded to the idea of simultaneous elections of the House and the Senate.

The referendum in fact showed a high public awareness in the small States of the virtues of holding the elections separately.

Whatever the new Governor-General may eventually decide he can hardly not consider the opinion expressed by the voters in the small States. As Sir John Kerr decided, Australia still is a federation, in which the States House has to be taken seriously.

Recently when Mr Fraser was asked if he thought Sir John Kerr would in fact give him a general election ahead of time if he asked, the Prime Minister replied, "There are precedents."

In fact these precedents, such as they are, cover different circumstances.

First, there was not the expressed opinion of the small States against simultaneous elections.

Second, the particular conditions of proportional representation and the existence of a significant minority force, such as the Chipp party, did not exist.

The exception was the early election of 1963, which has of course created the situation in which House and Senate elections are out of phase.

At least one previous Governor-General has expressed reservations about the way in which that election was called. Undeniably it was done to suit the convenience of Sir Robert Menzies.

In those days this aroused little comment.

Circumstances, notably November 11, 1975, have focused attention on the role and powers of the Governor-General.

No longer is he merely regarded as the servant of the elected government.

He is seen as a political power within his own right, with limited but important powers.

The new Governor-General will need the wisdom of Solomon and the reputation required for Caesar's wife if he is to maintain respect for an office which is already under attack from one side of Australian politics.
Sir John Kerr

SIR JOHN KERR'S impending retirement from the Governor-Generalship is announced almost exactly three years after he was sworn in on July 11, 1974. For 20 months of that time — from November 11, 1975, when he dismissed the Whitlam Government — he has been one of the most controversial figures in Australia's political history and certainly one of the most controversial Governor-General. Brief, first by the 1975 political and constitutional crisis, and since then by the controversy excited by his action in resolving that crisis, he has shown himself to be not only an eminent Australian but a great one.

In the crisis, as the sworn servant and guardian of the Constitution, he did not flinch from his duty, in an unprecedented situation, regardless of the effect on his personal popularity and on lifelong friendships with Labor Party members, regardless of lifelong sympathies with causes of social reform espoused by Labor. Nor did he fail to bound by his oath to act as he did: he could do no less. Even so, what he did demanded clarity of judgment, integrity and courage of a high order.

His reward, to be expected, has been persistent questioning of that judgment: a debate between lawyers, historians and political scientists, criticising or defending his action. He would not have it otherwise, and has said so. But he has also been subjected to gross vilification, ostracism, and, from a tiny but ugly faction, sheets and shows of physical violence. The dignity with which he has continued to discharge his duties despite this campaign is of a piece with his courage. His exposition of high democratic principle, despite the vilification of the extremists, is of a piece with his integrity. "It is good," he said recently, that the function of the Governor-Generalship should be thoroughly examined and all possible views canvassed." And, on another occasion, "Everybody is entitled to his own point of view even if the only method available for expressing it is abusive language."

Controversy

It is Australia's loss that controversy should have dominated the larger part of his period in office. He brought to this most complicated qualities of intellect and character, lifelong involvement in public issues, a compulsive interest in sociological questions, pragmatic commitment to discussion and debate, determination that his Governor-Generalship should be stimulative as well as symphatic. In that determination he had the support, and he held the interest, of a majority of Australians. It is wrong to suppose that he ceased to be hedged or to have influence after November 11, 1975, any more than it is wrong as supposing that the resignation Sir John and Lady Kerr expressed had the approval of more than a minority of those who disagreed with his action. Nevertheless, criticism accused on November 11, 1975, did limit the scope of his abilities. Any honest book would intimate that with the date.

The heat of partisan dispute no less than the exasperative of academic, scholarly debate has tended from the beginning to be unobscured, the salient features of the 1975 crisis as it presented itself to him. The crisis was not of his making. It was the blockade of Gough by the Opposition majority in the Senate. That coalition was not a delayed reaction to a year's events which (as the December election confirmed) created widespread uneasiness about the conduct and trustworthiness of the Government. These events began with the 1974-75 Executive Council meeting (in which Sir John Kerr was not invited) which authorised an unprecedented $4,000 million overseas loan for purposes which, it later became clear, in no way could be described as "temporary". There was no constitutional justification for the bypassing of the Loan Council.

There followed, after months of mounting inflation and unemployment, the revelations of "the Khrushchev letter" which resulted in the departure from senior Cabinet positions of Dr Carr and MrConnor. In their wake were the Opposition decision to force the Government to the polls by withholding Supply. The Senate's right to withhold Supply had never been questioned; some years earlier it had been implicit in the Labor Opposition under Mr Whitlam. The pertinent question here concerns the political propriety of the action. That is an issue for the present Government to defend, not Sir John.

The consequences of the Opposition action concerned him closely. A precedent and convention followed by Mr Whitlam in similar circumstances only the previous year said that the Prime Minister of a Government which is unable to command Supply from Parliament should advise either the appointment of a successor likely to have parliamentary support for the calling of an election. Mr Whitlam did neither. He committed the Government to a policy of "ouster", resuming meanwhile to legally questionable borrowing expedients. He made no secret of his conviction that the Governor-General would do nothing with his advice. In this situation was a Government attempting to govern without Parliament — Sir John maintained that he had no choice constitutionally even to discuss it and send the issue (basically, of confidence) to the electorate for judgment.

The verdict

This was the action which Mr Whitlam described as a "coup." The word unctually stinks itself gives some indication of the kind of Prime Minister the Governor-General should be. Were the validity of the decision has been both questioned and endorsed. By those ground, legal and political, with eminence on both sides. The issue is unlikely ever to be settled to the satisfaction of all. There is, in fact, the question, not of whether Sir John exercised his residual power properly but whether he should have deferred it. Sir John chose November 11, 1975, the day when failed negotiations between the Government and the Opposition confirmed the deadlock.

There were strong arguments against his action on that date: if an election was inevitable, little time remained before Christmas for setting the machinery in motion. His judgment was overwhelmingly upheld by the electorate a month later.

There, in the situation facing him, with its threat to orderly government, and in the subsequent verdict of the electorate, is the refutation of the partisan criticisms instigated from the beginning by Mr Whitlam ("maintain the line"). It was not Sir John who "robbed" Labor of power; in the only analysis that matters it was the people, in a democratic election.

The choice of Sir John's successor cannot be easily be done. The indispensable criteria of eligibility, of distinction, are obvious enough. Given the existing controversy, the next appointment had to be someone who had nothing to do with political considerations or associations. Sir Zelman Cowen meets these requirements. More positively: as one of Australia's most eminent academic lawyers, he has always been an honoured, as a most distinguished educationist, as a man with an international approach to interests and convictions, and as a celebrity, nationally known, with a proven "common touch" on the air and on the campus he has a rare combination of attractive qualities and qualifications. All should wish him well.
SIR JOHN KEER, the most controversial of Governors-General, has chosen his own time of going. He leaves behind a serious Constitutional dilemma, a Vice-Regal post whose complexion has changed for ever and a nation less united than on his appointment. Cause has yet to be properly sorted from effect in the debate that has grown around the events of his tenure. History and the future of Australia demand a closer examination of facts surrounding the dismissal of the Whitlam Government in November, 1975, and Sir John will undoubtedly continue to play an important role in their discussion.

He came well qualified to the Governor-Generalcy in 1974, stepping down as Chief Justice of New South Wales but bringing with him a breadth of community and international interests along with wide legal and military experience. Sir John’s humble beginnings appealed to the Labor Party which appointed him as did his involvement in industrial relations. He had been a brilliant student, a youthful colonel on Blamey’s staff in New Guinea, first principal of the School of Pacific Studies, a Federal judge, member of the Trade Practices Tribunal and in charge of several Federal committees of inquiry. His private interests spanned the development of Papua New Guinea, the theatre and cultural freedom.

On his appointment, Sir John made what has become a deeply ironic remark about the office of Governor-General: “It provides the opportunity to play a non-controversial part, but an important one, in the nation’s affairs”. Less than two years after his appointment, Australia was deep in a Constitutional crisis of previously unimagined proportions and Sir John was set to play a role as controversial as any public figure had done since Federation. “The Age” has not disputed the Constitutional authority of the Senate to block the Budget or the power of Sir John Kerr to dismiss his Ministers. It has always challenged the improper use of those powers by the Senate and the manner in which Sir John forced an election. Both actions have set dangerous precedents for the future of representative government in Australia and no solutions are in sight. In the end, Sir John faced a no-win situation with courage but insufficient foresight. Nothing has happened to prevent a repetition of the events of 1975 and — given the difficulties of changing the Constitution — it is not likely that anything will change in the short to medium term, if it ever does.

The right decision

Sir John has now chosen to cut short his term. It is the right decision. Indeed, it can be argued — as this newspaper has in the past — that Sir John might have better served his own interests, those of his office, and the country had he chosen to step down immediately after the election of December, 1975. An early departure would certainly have helped to clear the charged atmosphere and given Sir John the opportunity he has needed to fully explain his actions. But he chose to linger and that decision contributed to the souring of political life in Australia. For 18 months now the Vice-Regal office, far from being a symbol of national unity, has been a cause of national division.

But that is history now. Having decided that the level of protest has abated sufficiently to permit a dignified exit, Sir John has decided to clear the way for a new tenant at Yarralumla. His successor, Sir Zelman Cowen, inherits a bitter legacy and the unresolved Constitutional issues. The Prime Minister, Mr. Fraser, made a brave choice in Sir Zelman, a man who by temperament is unlikely to shrink from a challenge. The Governor-General-elect will be acutely sensitive to his task as a healer of wounds but he is not used to evading a frank exchange or speaking his mind where necessary.

By his choice, Mr. Fraser has certainly avoided the charge that he has put a tame, dull, or compliant man into what has become one of the most sensitive posts in the country.

Sir Zelman has a formidable reputation as an academic lawyer and university administrator: his interests are wide. The appointment is an interesting one and probably a good one. Sir Zelman will be the most closely watched new occupant of the Vice-Regal post ever. There is no doubt that the institution itself has sustained some damage in the political turbulence that has blown around it for so long. It will be difficult to set aside the conscientiously held fears of those who believe that the Governor-General controls too potent an arsenal of political weapons.

In normal times Sir Zelman bears watching for the very best reasons. His style is pleasant, his manner easy, arguments finely based and presentation precise. The best Governors-General have always felt the need to play as vital a role as possible in the affairs of the nation while preserving their political detachment and guarding the necessary proprieties. Sir Zelman has plenty of scope for his talents and a formidable task. We wish him well.
Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser was told by Sir John Kerr around late 1976 that the Governor-General was almost certain to retire within a year.

Sir John notified the Queen of his intentions during her Australian visit last March. He was particularly anxious to remain at Yarralumla during that visit, as a symbol of his determination to withstand the bitter criticism resulting from his sacking of the Whitlam Government.

There are many reasons for Sir John's decision to retire after just over ten years as Governor-General – far short of the 16-year period he had asked Gough Whitlam he wanted.

One is the sheer necessity to find security from the vilification and constant harassment he has received since November 11, 1975. Sir John's health has always been dubious and the pressure would have had an impact on a far more resilient man.

There is also his publicly expressed desire to tell his side of the sacking story – to vindicate himself.

While he remained Governor-General, Sir John was bound by the conventions of that office to remain silent. But throughout 1976 he has prepared his book, which could be a political bombshell when released. (For the essentially political reasons why Sir John inevitably had to leave, see the article on page 2.)

As he has done in facing other major decisions in his life, Sir John has carefully tested the possible reaction to his retirement by dropping oblique hints to close friends during the past few months. On the financial side, he will retire with a handsome pension, guaranteed to him by Mr Whitlam when he agreed to take on the job.

From the time of the Queen's visit in March, Malcolm Fraser began to look in earnest for a replacement. The requirements were a man who was apolitical, whose appointment would not provoke criticism from the 40 per cent of Australians deeply hostile to Sir John; and at the same time, a man with sufficient status to ensure that despite Sir John's action the office would not be downgraded in the eyes of politicians.

This ruled out Liberal Party stooges, most businessmen and retired servicemen. Prince Charles was also ruled out a long time ago, contrary to newspaper stories.

Sir Zelman Cowen's name was on the Prime Minister's list from the start. His experience in education, international affairs and the law meant he had contacts with a number of political figures including the Deputy Country Party Leader, Ian Sinclair, with whom he served on the council of the University of New England.

Mr Fraser had Sir Zelman to dinner at the Lodge about April when his future appointment was discussed. Mr Fraser put his name to the Queen for approval during his recent visit to London for the Commonwealth Heads of Government meeting.

Although Mr Fraser sought Sir John's advice on a successor it is understood that while Sir John endorses his successor, he did not suggest him.

It is certain that Mr Fraser gave long, and considerable thought to the choice of Sir Zelman Cowen, and came to the conclusion that he is both publicly presentable and constitutionally reliable.

Beyond that he does not appear to be certain. He can assume his view will be well heard, and he is quite prepared to tell his intimates that the Governor-General can be sacked after a five-minute telephone call to Buckingham Palace.

But the very need to find a presentable face for the Governor-General's job, makes Sir Zelman a figure of some uncertainty, even to Mr Fraser, on the more complex constitutional issues.

Sir Zelman told The National Times he first met Mr Fraser in the latter 1960s. "He was Minister for Education, and I was at New England University. I knew him, but not very well. In the last year or so I've seen him — with the idea of entering Parliament — with the unstated condition that, like Bob Hawke, they should be immediately elevated to the front bench. They are fascinated with foreign policy and have a range of impressive American contacts augmented by their work during World War II. Neither are snobs, but both are status-conscious, and concerned with public recognition. Both are good mixers, brilliant in conversation. The low-points in their lives came when they were subjected to hostile, often violent demonstrations. Both belonged to the Association for Cultural Freedom, which at one time received backing from the CIA.

Whether Sir Zelman would, like Sir John, sack the Prime Minister in the same circumstances as those in late 1975 is impossible to say. Evidence the National Times has collected from his published comments, written works, and private discussions with colleagues and friends indicates that he believes the Governor-General possesses the reserve powers to dismiss a Prime Minister.

However, there are important qualifications. Cowen believes the reserve powers should be codified — in
other words, it must be specified under what circumstances, and in what way, they can be used.

His temperament and conscientious approach contrast with the pragmatic approach taken by Sir John Kerr to the issue. He may, for example, have warned the Prime Minister of the action he was contemplating instead of surprising him.

Sir Zelman revealed a poor memory of important matters in his replies to questions put to him during two interviews with the National Times after his Friday press conference about his advice to the Whitlam Government and his role as adviser to the Queensland Government during its bitter constitutional disputes with the Whitlam Labor Government.

Sir Zelman said that he saw the Sir William Quale Memorial lecture which Sir Paul Hasluck delivered in 1972, as outlining an independent role for the Governor-General.

"It isn't fresh in my memory, but I know about it. Sir Paul sent me a copy of it. He used to send me various things and I was most grateful for this. However, I want to read it again and then I would comment on it later," he said.

When asked if he had read Sir John Kerr's speech, reaffirming his independent role which was delivered in New Delhi in 1974, Sir Zelman said: "No, I never read that speech. It was quoted to me today, but not the full text. I may have read it, but I don't recall. It may have slipped my mind."

It is possible that in his normal five-year term Sir Zelman might have a similar situation to Sir John Kerr if the Fraser Government loses control of the Senate, a result that could easily emerge within the space of two Senate elections.

Sir Zelman said that "purely as an independent lawyer," he had given opinions on constitutional matters to the Queensland Government. But he had not given direct advice to the QueenslandPremier, Mr Bjelke-Petersen, and insisted that he was not an important influence on Queensland's Labor Government.

He was not asked for advice on the Gair affair. "Very probably," however, he was involved in legal disputes between Queensland and the Queensland Government.

The language of the Constitutional speech is similar to that of Sir John Kerr, he said. "These were constitutional issues relating to a variety of matters under the Constitution and the cases came to an end in the usual way."

"You've got to remember that I do a lot of things. I wouldn't say I don't remember for any other reason, than that I would not remember precisely. To go back into the inventory of opinions, they've never ever had a political context in the sense that I've been involved otherwise than in the things that I have been involved in," he added.

The best source for Sir Zelman's views on the crucial question of the relationship between the Governor-General and the elected Government is contained in his biography of Sir Isaac Isaacs, who was appointed Governor-General by the Scullin Labor Government during the depression.

The Scullin Government, like the Whitlam Administration, faced a similar task. Under the Transport Workers Act, the Governor-General, sitting in Executive Council-in substance the executive government-had power to make regulations concerning waterfront workers employed on interstate trade. The Senate, acting under the Acts Interpretation Act, disallowed the regulations. After the Senate adjourned the Cabinet advised Isaacs to issue a fresh regulation under the Transport Workers Act. The Senate then appealed to Sir Isaac not to approve the regulations.

Sir Isaac told him in reply to the Senate that it "cannot be doubted that normally by Constitutional practice, confirmed, and perhaps strengthened, by the pronouncements of the Imperial Conference of 1926, I am bound to act upon the advice of my Ministers..."

"If, as you request me to do, I should reject their advice, supported as it is by the considered opinion of the House of Representatives, and should act upon the equally considered contrary opinion of the Senate, my conduct would, I fear, even on ordinary constitutional grounds, amount to an open personal preference of one house against the other-in other words, an act of partisanship."

Sir Zelman commented: "It was therefore sound constitutional practice for a Governor-General to accede to the action proposed by his ministers, leaving questions of importance to be determined by the courts.

On the question of the Governor-General's role in foreign policy Sir John Kerr said in his New Delhi speech: "The Governor-General is in a developing institution in Australia and it is coming more and more to symbolise Australia's independent identity abroad and the nation's unity and legitimate political system at home. This is done more and more on the basis of knowledge and understanding by the Governor-General of policies and principles."

However, Sir Zelman told The National Times: "The Governor-General receives diplomats and receives their accreditation and he mixes with them in a social way. By talking with these people one would become well aware of foreign relations. But foreign relations are for the government of the day, and not for the Governor-General as head of State. Now you have that clear-the foreign relations are for the government of the day, and not for the Governor-General."

Sir Zelman, who during the second World War, was a member of General Macarthur's staff, said he had a pretty good knowledge of the United States. "I have a close association with the United States. I have been there often, and have worked there."

He is chairman of the Utah Foundation which was set up by Utah Development Corporation to help fund the arts in Australia.

The chairman of UDC, Mr Tim Winterer, last week that Sir Zelman was appointed as founding chairman of the Utah Foundation as he was a respected figure in the community.

"We thought Sir Zelman was the man who could produce the Foundation in the right direction, and he certainly has," The Board of Governors of Utah Foundation, includes Mr Winterer, former Liberal Senator Douglas Atchison, former Labor Leader of Queensland, Trades Union Council, Sir Jack Egerston, and the Mayor of Mackay, Mr L. B. Abbott.

Sir Zelman has avoided party political associations. But he is willing to speak out on prison reform, capital punishment, privacy and constitutional reform. But he side stepped partisan issues.

In 1973 a former student, now a barrister at the Melbourne Bar and an endorsed Labor candidate for the Senate, Senator Evans, sought Cowen's signature on a letter protesting against the actions of the Senate.

But Sir Zelman did not sign and was, apparently, careful never to give a broad hint of his views.

He is believed to have told associates in Queensland that he wanted to avoid the 1975 controversy because, as vice-Chancellor of Queensland University, he would have future contacts with the new Liberal Government over university financing.

Sir Zelman, like Sir John Kerr, was a brilliant student. He was dux at Scotch College, Melbourne; one of the best students at the School; topped his Oxford course and was appointed a fellow and tutor while still a student at Oriel College, Oxford. He held the Law Chair and was Dean of the Law Faculty in Melbourne for the time he was 31. He was also visiting professor of law at Harvard.

He has (like Sir John Kerr had until November 1973) an enormous and disparate range of friends. Closest were the late architect Robin Boyd, the late Labor Senator San Cohen and Sir Brian Howe (former master at Cranbrook and Melbourne Grammar). He had innumerable lines into Melbourne society and friends from both sides of politics in America and Britain.

Apart from his own money, his wife Anna (née Witter) has a fortune from her family's retail outlets. They have, a close marriage. Zelman Cowen discovered the life of a brilliant Oxford Don, choosing to return to Melbourne in 1930 because monastic Oxford dinners, often lasting several hours a week, kept him and his wife apart.

Zelman Cowen built up the Melbourne Law School in prestige, and, through contacts abroad, steered a whole generation of Melbourne University academics into foreign graduate schools.

Once Cowen was discussing with a colleague what to do with a girl undergraduate who had passed all other law subjects but failed his specialty, Australian Constitutional Law.

Cowen: "We'll have to oral her again."

Colleague: "What if she says no?"

Cowen: "I shall reason with her."

His lectures were laced with anecdotes about the great. He loved to illustrate and entertain, feeling that philosophy could only be understood through those anecdotes and lectures. As a biographer of Sir Isaac Isaacs, he enhanced the reputation of a man he admired, perhaps privately worshipped, with anecdotes.

He once recalled at a law school lecture, how Sir Isaac, a member of the first Federal Parliament, glanced at an Opposition member who incurred his displeasure and who called at him: "The Honorable Member looks as if he couldn't cut it."

To which Sir Isaac replied, according to Cowen: "Sir, you forget my religion."

According to Melbourne sources, Zelman Cowen tested his job as Vice-Chancellor at New England. He suffered from the isolation and was glad to go to...
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... Zelman could find himself in the same position as Sir John with the same certainty of ignominy ...

Queensland University although the place was not really university, too," said a Melbourne friend. "The violence, the force used by students toward a student-led movement, was directed at some understanding of freedom of speech. He felt students were merely in a position to express themselves and be argued against in the university system. It was no secret among his friends that the confrontation with the students had left him feeling isolated and under threat.

A Queensland academic, who refused to be quoted, said: "There was nothing nasty about it - it was just that in the eyes of the world, Zelman could look everything. If he saw something in the paper concerning the university he would quite often ring the academic concerned and ask him to come in the morning and ask why he wasn't consulted.

"One of our department decided who they would like as their new head, Sir Zelman called us - all over and discussed it with us for about five hours. He wanted to know all our reasons for taking the view we did."

The student violence, one colleague who has known him for 20 years, "destroyed his carefully nurtured image of a university as a repository of dignity and learning. He felt it had been invaded by a rabble that up to that time disturbing incidents for him, he felt the students were the last he would have helped. And the incident in Vietnam blighted his carefully cultivated small 1 inner image, one he still maintains. His reaction to the students, he has told friends, reflected a bit further.

"I am not hard to find contradictions in what Sir Zelman's friends and so-called friends say about him. He was a very public person. He liked the speaker's platform on which he has a tendency to talk at length, just as he liked to sit in the outer at Melbourne footballbecause he protected his back, let it be known, was juggling, was juggling, was juggling with the impression that they knew the "real" man.

For this reason there are many in Melbourne who are concerned that Sir Zelman Cowen never closed off the option of becoming a Fellow parliamentarian and minister. But the general impression was that, by Sir Zelman's bill, in the local area of Zelman Cowen's seat of that they would be the conventional, party-work route.

These people feel that Zelman Cowen would have tried to be the best of both positions by a "lateral" approach to what was pre arranged, he was not the sort of person who does not present quite a few facts to quite a few people, leaving them to win with the impression that they knew the "real"

Sir Zelman need not expect his term to last any longer than that of the Government which appointed him. A new face, or even a clear statement by Sir Zelman of the powers he believes he has and in which he intends to use them, will not alter the underlying political reality.

And so the convention on money bills already twice broken, both times with the Prime Minister's concurrence, Sir Zelman could find himself in the same situation: no discussion, no consensus, and certainty of ignorance whatever decision he makes.

Sir John Kerr has always been concerned about his place in history, which he hopes his book will ensure, and an immense, though secretive, struggle is being waged among Australian publishers to secure the rights to publish that literary property.

Few publishers contacted by The National Times last week were prepared to discuss on the record the nature of their discussions with Yarralumba, but at least four companies are understood to have held negotiations, or are still negotiating. These are Macmillan, Nelson, Cassell and Penguin.

Unlike those in the U.S. Australian publishers do not publish books on political topics. One such agreement - that Sir John Kerr would get an all-time record - probably more than $3000. (This seems a paltry figure when compared to the record US$1.9 million paid to Australian writer Colleen McCullough for her novel, The Thorn Birds.)

Mr Slessor said the amount of the advance would be announced on Sir John's return from London next month. New Zealand's Sydney agent, Beatrice Davie, to negotiate with Yarralumba on his behalf, and she is working up to 20,000, and a superbook - a further 46,000, but it would depend on how long interest in the subject lasted.

The Governor-General is now correctly seen as a third force in Australian politics, not because Sir John insisted with it, but because the Constitution was shown to have no means of reconciling differences between the Houses of Parliament without the participation of one or other of the intervention of the Governor-General.

Both parties and the media now recognise the importance of the Governor-General's political leavings. The Prime Minister has appointed another mildly conservative lawyer, another Sir John, as the new Governor-General, and the fact that Sir Zelman Cowen, still a relatively young man, has been accepted to the office is a signal that the House does not see it as the ceremonial retirement it once was.

Immediately the appointment was known, journalists over the country ran through their libraries and found the document Sir Zelman's views, as though he was heading a new political party.

This has happened not because Kerr sacked Whitlam on November 11. It didn't matter what decision Kerr made in the political function of the job would have been just as plain. Had Sir John publicly called on the Senate to pass the Supply Bill, for example, it would have been just as profound a political act, and cost him as many enemies. They would have been more restrained enemies, more polite but no less deadly.

Given the weakness in the constitution, revealed first when Bill Snedden broke the convention and refused Supply in April, 1947, and confirmed when Malcolm Fraser refused it again 18 months later, there was no way a governor-general could preserve the unanimity on which the whole Constitution is founded.

And as a political appointment to a political job,